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Thirteen Butler
Pupils listed
On Special Roll

May Get
56 More
m State
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Rev. J. R. Puckett
Accepts Pastorate Of
Midway Baptist Church

129 With "B" Average
Are Included On The
Regular Roll For The
Third Six-Week Term

II Districts lo
itional Funds
Court Upholds
s Judgment

Caldwell Will Get
About $700,000 In
Road Improvements
New Highway U. S. 62 As Proposed In State's Five
Year Program Will By-Pass City Of Princeton;
Exact Location Of By-Pass Still Unannounced

Thirteen Butler High School
students maintained "A" averConstruction projects costing , Projects pi oposid in the county
ages for the third six-weeks to
$700,000 are sched- include the Princeton-Kuttawa
approximately
be placed on the special honor
U. S. 82 .in road from the east city limits of
Highway
for
uled
roll. One hundred twenty-nine
a proposed Princeton to one-half mile west
in
county
Caldwell
with "B" averages were included
five-year program announced by of Princeton city limits, 1.8 miles,
School
roll.
honor
regular
the
in
State Highway Commissioner W. by-pass, grade, drain and high
°maids state that because of the
type surfacing at a cost of $130,Curtin,
P.
absent
students
of
large number
000. The Dawson 'Springs-Princethe
of
result
a
from classes as
ton road, from west city limits
recent flu epidemic, the honor
of Dawson Springs to the east city
roll may not be complete.
The Rev. J. R. Puckett, a nalimits of Princeton, 11.3 miles,
tucky Chamber of
The special honor roll is com- tive of Murray, Kentucky, is the
bituminous widening and curve
brought t h e suit,
posed of three seniors, one junior, new pastor at Midway Baptist
revision at a cost of $230,000.
sted the distribution
two sophomores, two freshmen, Church, it is announced. Rev.
Princeton-Kuttawa road, one-half
local school districts MAIM QtrZLL BLAZE AFTER PLANE CRAM: Firemen step over plane debris (center) u three eighth graders, and two Puckett, former pastor at Mt.
mile west of Princeton to Lyon
Chairman
Fund
Local
s basis—the method water is directed on one of the buildings set afire when an American Airlines Covair passenger seventh graders, as follows:
line, 5.6 miles, widening,
Olivet Baptist Church at Lowes,
county
Announces Quotas For
the public school sys- plane with 23 aboard crashed at Elizabeth, N. .J., while attempting a radar-guided landing at neargrade, drain and high type surSeniors: Ralph Anderson, Kath- Kentucky, took charge as pastor
the
of
Aim
1837.
in
by Newark Airport. (AP Wirephoto)
of the church Sunday. He is mar- Sections Of County
facing at a cost of $300,000.
erine Hancock, June Oates.
'ng to the State ChainAfter completion of the project,
ried and has a son who is now
2 Juniors: Donna Boitnott.
Three-thousand dollars h a s
Leary,
J.
neys, J.
Flu EFiidemic In This
Sophomores: Robbie Candler, residing at Paducah.
set as the goal for Caldwell U. S. 82 will by-pass this city at
been
Governor
and former
the
Maggie Laanbert.
county in the American Red the east edge of Princeton on
County is Diminishing
his, Ashland, was to
Freshmen: Ruth Ladd, Robert Local Group Sponsors
Campaign to Dawson road to an unannounced
Raising
Fund
Cross
not
hool the children
The flu epidemic which struck Wilson.
near the
begin here March 1, according to location west of the city
Sales To Send Band
ing. At present, apPrinceton a nd Caldwell county
Eighth Grade: Dottie Boyd,
Sam Steger, I. C. overpass and near the old
by
announcement
an
23 per cent of schoollast week, taking hundreds from Joan Holt, Vivian Moore.
will
To Louisville Meet
chairman of the chapter fund Princeton hospital. This road
mm in the state are not
connect with the Varmint Trace
Eighth Grade: Sara Ray, Linda school and work, is now subsidSeventh Grade: Iralyn Fears,
sales will planning committee.
Fredonia High School
rummage
Eighteen
arid
Food
y school. Kentucky's
county health officials report Betty George.
road where 5.6 miles of high type
pupils maintained "A" averages Rustin, -Hilda Jane Vinson, Betty ing,
be sponsored by the Princeton
"Red Cross services have been
illiteracy rate can be
Fifteen seniors, 16 juniors, 21 Band Boosters Club to raise greatly increased to meet the surfacing is proposed. The road
fall semester to Campbell, Margaret Jones, John today.
the
throughout
e present method of
The epidemic, which left sophomores, 21 freshmen, 28 funds to send the Butler Band to
Sy-passing Princeton will be 1.8
be placed on the semester special Dan Bugg.
needs of our growing armed
, the attorneys said.
Hunt,
Verna
schools minus 551 stu- eighth graders, and 28 seventh Louisville where it is scheduled
Grade:
Princeton
Seventh
held
students
49
and
roll,
honor
that the miles.
imperative
is
It
forces.
Ardery's ruling is up- "B" averages to be placed on Ann Riley, Elizabeth Wright.
dents last week is reported by graders are included in the regu- to play during the Kentucky
The program, affecting more
approaching campaign reach its
aldwell county school the regular semester honor roll.
The six weeks regular honor doctors to be' diminishing in this lar honor roll.
Educational Association meeting goal. The goals established for than 800 miles of roads through1 benefit by a gain of The special honor roll for the roll is composed of six seniors, area. The disease, consisting of
Seniors: Sue Boyd, Robert in April, according to an an- individual groups in this county out Kentucky, would cost an eshue the Princeton dis- past six weeks includes eighteen six juniors, 16 sophomores, nine upper respiratory infections and Franklin, Judy Haile, Becky Jake, nouncement by Band Director K.
timated $42,000,000. All projects
are adjusted to income status, and
system
gain $7,014.59. These "A" pupils and the regular honor freshmen, seven eighth graders, common head colds, reached its Bernard Jones, Billie Kennedy, V. Bryant.
be are in the primary road
will
contributions
of
amounts
be on a yearly basis. roll is composed of 47 "B" pupils. and three seventh graders.
peak last week with more than Margaret Ladd, Carolyn McGuirk,
The food sale will be held Sat- well distributed," Mr. Steger and are to be financed on a fiftySeniors: Barbara Austin, Clin- 700 cases reported throughout the Joan Mitchell, Jim Richie, Joan urday morning at the Kentucky
fifty basis by the state and Feding on the fallacy of
The semester special honor roll
said.
eral Bureau of Public Roads. The
district whether t h e includes five seniors, two jun- ton Beavers, Bertram Jones, Le- county.
Robinson, Sidney Satterfield, Utilities office. Those interested
Group quotas have been estab- program does not include rural
to school or not, iors, six sophomores, two fresh- roy McNeely, Eleanor Crenshaw
Local physicians have been ask- Wanda Scott, Tommy Stephens, in contributing food, including
lished as follows: business disry said, "All the gold men, two eighth graders, and one Powell, Linda Villines.
ed to cooperate with the World Martha Wilson, Gerri Lane.
pastries and canned goods, are trict, $800; special groups, $325; road construction which is fiJuniors: Linz Drown, Thelma Health Organization to procure
ox cannot educate a seventh grader. Seniors on the
nanced by a separate fund.
W.
George
Mrs.
contact
to
asked
Juniors: Wilma Jean Brandon,
residential district, $850; indusschool or under the special honor roll are Mary As- Canada, Glenda Childress, Don- blood specimens of those infected
Curlin said the proposal has
Brinkley, Peggy Guess, Filer or Mrs. Thomas Winters be- trial district, $300; Fredonia, $200;
Janice
acher."
been under study by the state and
kew, Joletta Beckner, Mary Lou- ald Conway, Don Rogers, Wanda to be used for special research in Peggy Hall, Billie E. Hammond, fore Saturday morning.
areas, $475; booths, federal engineers for the last
out-lying
virus infection.
Attorney General ise Canada, Barbara Lee Cart- Phelps.
The rummage sale will be held $250.
Wanda Sue Hawkins, Barbara
Sophomores: Jo Ann York, Some blood specimens have alyear and its purpose is to provide
will take the case wright, Margaret Howton. JamJean Holt, Roswell in the building adjoining the
Holloman,
The national goal for 1962 is systematic improvement of t h e
of Appeals immedi- bora: Shirley Hill and Donna Nancy Travis, Ruby Baker, Gere- ready been forwarded to the vir:, Hooks. Mary Ladd, Odell Mea- Western Kentucky Gas Company.
$85,000,000.
state's key highways.
represented Boswell Quertermous. Sophomores: Daisy I Iene Dalton, Patsy Dortch, Jean us laboratory in Montgomery, dows, J. C. Morris, Patsy Quis- Clothing contributed should be
Included in the program are
defendant, who was Holt, Anna Belle Holt, Doris Sigler, Doris Oliver, Sadie How- Alabama, where studies will be enberry, Betty Ruth Travis, Jack left with K. V. Bryant at Butler.
Loan Firm Reports
new construction, widening, rent of public instruc- Greene, Betty Burton, Joyce Bog- ton, David Keel, Paul Phelps, made by expert technicians and Williams, Chloe Ann Winters.
Feagan, virus research ,workers.
„location, resurfacing, and bridge
the suit was filed in gess, Elberta Riley. Freshmen: Dew* Felker, Ted
Dividend Distribution
--Sophomores: Charlotte Akers, Butler Teacher Called
construction. All projects are subbut was succeeded Gary Childress and Clinton Tosh. JeerY Phelps, Hugh Yates, Dewill
studies
Results of research
A dividend distribution in ex- ject to restriction on steel by the
Ronald Ausenbaugh, Rebecca Bell,
With WAF
by Wendell P. Butler. Eighth grade: Linda Askew and lano Creasey, Aubrey Rogers.
be made public when complete, Reba Call, Jean Cox, Delores Back To Duty
the
by
1961
for
$16,000
of
cess
Freshmen: Donald Fralick, county health officials state.
Miss Beulah Adams, commerce Princeton Federal Savings and Defense Production Administraurt of Appeals upholds Joan Butts. Seventh grade: Lena
Creasey, Mark Cttnningham, Jr.,
Glenn Roberts, Clinton Tosh,
teacher at Butler High School Loan Association was reported at tion.
dery's decision, the Canada.
Francis,
Jimmy
Davis,
Maxene
The special honor roll for the Sue Blackburn, Helen Grace Boithas resigned
stop sending public
Reba Horning, Freda Jewell, Eve- since last September,
a meeting of t h e association's
Elks Lodge Sponsors
her position effective Friday after stockholders Friday night.
icts money to educate last six weeks includes seven nott, Loretta Howtori, Ella May
Ralph Randolph Elected
Mayes,
Mary
Lou
lyn
Johnson,
Wanda
Lowery,.
Bonnie
Massey,
sophosix
At
Outwood
Program
her call back to active
tending schools sup- seniors, two juniors,
Also at the meeting, directors President Of Princeton
Charles McClain, Ronald Murphy, receiving
E.
Phelps.
eighth
Air
hurches or not attend- mores, one freshman, one
Approximately 300 patients at
Gloria Plyrnale, El- duty with Women of the
re-elected for three-year terms
Eighth grade: Sara Ray, Linda Outwood Veterans Hospital were Anna Neal,
grader, and one seventh grader.
And Country Club
at all.
sie Sisk, Barbara Thomas, Ray Force.
were Robert U. Kevil, Dr. C. F. Golf
LouVinson,
Jane
Hilda
Rustin,
Miss Adams, a native of Clin- Engelhardt and W. L. Davis. Holdentertained Sunday with a musi- Ward, Narita, Wood.
Ralph Randolph was elected
ntucky Chamber wins Seniors: Mary Askew, Joletta
Campbell,
Betty
ise Harper,
ton. Ky, and a member of the
cal program under the sponsorthe Princeton Golf
the Cotrrt of Appeals, Beckner, Mary Louise Canada,
Freshmen: Don Boitnott, James Air Corps reserve, served three over directors are Dr. W. L. Cash, president of
Joann Butts, John Dan Bugg.
ship of Princeton B. P. 0. Elks
late effect will be to Barbara Lee Cartwright, Leo
and Country Club at the annual
L.
J.
Poole,
Keeney,
L.
B.
Dr.
LouEva
Lynn
Ciayton,
Bowers,
Hunt,
Seventh grade: Verna
years with the Air Force during H. W. Blades, F. K. Wood and meeting of stockholders at the
No. 1115.
apita payments in the Hill, Margaret Howton, Jackie
ise Corley, Sue Ellen Deboe,
Ann Riley, Elizabeth Wright.
hool term beginning Yandell. Juniors: Shirley Hill and
clubhouse on the Eddyville road,
The program consisted of sev- Charles Elder, Janet French, World War II. She holds the rank Iley McGough.
is is because the di- Donna Quertermoos. Sohphoeral songs by the Butler High Wanda French/ Norma George, of second lieutenant. The station
Officers *re-elected were Dr. it is announced.
Belle
Anna
Holt,
Daisy
mores:
January
to
is
report
which
she
to
the $26,212,500 schooll
Caldwell 4-H Council
Carroll Wadlington was named
School orchestra, under the di- Charlotte Glass, Betty
Cash, president; Dr. Engelhardt,
Holt,
he reduced from the Holt, Doris Greene, Betty Burton,
rection of K. V. Bryant, and the Wanda Hopkins, Sue Holt, Willa 30 is Wright-Patterson Airbase, vice-president; J. R. Hutchinson, vice-president and Fred Nichols,
Elected
Are
Officers
Riley.
Elberta
Boggess,
Joyce
Dayton, Ohio.
re to the attendance
secretary; C. A. Pepper, counsel, secretary-treasurer.
Charles Howton w a s elected Butler High Girls Sextette with Ann Lacy, Betty 'Lewis, Fred
'ng the last term at- Freshmen: Cary Childress. Eighth
Three new members of the
and Edward H. Johnstone, assoCounty Miss Barbara Strong as soloist. Mayes, Carolyn Patterson, DonCaldwell
the
of
president
Seventh
Seven Teachers Absent
igures and census data grade: Linda Askew.
board of directors are Rumsey
ciate counsel.
held Harry Long acted as master of na P'Pool, Shirley Starnes, Nancy
meeting
a
at
Council
4-H
., the per capita in- grade: Lena Canada.
Taylor, Jr., Thomas Lacey, and
Because Of Sickness
extension office ceremonies. Pianist was Maurice Taylor, Sara Walker.
The semester regular honor Saturday at the
Id be more than $15—
John Morgan. Gordon Lisanby
Luckett, of Eddyville.
Seven Princeton teachers were SERVES AS ADVISER
James
by
announced
is
it
here,
Jean
Adams.
Grade:
Eighth
roll is made up of nine seniors,
um $39.40 to $55.13.
Rev. George W. Filer, pastor will fill the unexpired term of
Pool directed a fifteen Peggy Barnes, Charles Barnes, absent from classes Monday beagent.
Shelby
county
assistant
Roser,
R.
10 sophomores, seven
with good attendance six juniors,
Other officers elected were minute broadcast tc seven or Barbara Blanc, James Lee Bow- cause of flu, it is announced. of the Princeton First First Chris- Ralph Randolph.
eighth graders, and
The directors held over from
benefit substantially. freshmen, six
Boitnott, vice-president, eight other veteran's hospitals ma n, Jonell Brandon, Janice Those absent were Mrs. J. L. tian Church, served as an adult
Helen
year are John Mahan, C. L.
last
Kenith poor attendance three seventh graders.
Northwestern
the
in
adviser
Mrs.
V.
network.
the
A.
reporter.
Harkins,
over
Miss
Alma
Walker,
Junes,
Sue
Bettie
Chambliss, Sue Cravens, Barbara
Seniors: Barbara Austin, Clin- and
Howard McConnell,
Wadlington,
Meeting
t, but still have a fair
Fellowship
World
tucky
Y.
also
R.
The
Hooks,
distributed
lodge
r,
Mrs.
a
e
y
local
Crider,
coming
Cooper
the
for
Plans
Dunning, Jeanette Fralick, Marto increase money ton Beavers, Leo Hill„ Bertram made by the group following the cigarettes. candy and gum to the
Churches held Sat- Hugh Cherry, Sr., and C. C. Bistha George, Kenneth Gilkey, Bet- Bill Brown, John Hackett and of Christian
Rice,
Dick
Leroy
McNeely,
Jones,
ed from the state by
hop.
urday at Owensboro.
Rally patients. After the program, the ty Hardwick, Wayne Holt, Jack- Mrs. E. B. Whitsett.
John Turley, Linda Villines, election, include a Spring
attendance.
Day to be held April 19, a lead- entertainers were served dinner ie Hunsaker, Arm Kirkman, Ann
Jackie Yandell.
to be held by the hospital.
Robert Taylor Elected
Ladd, Bob Mason, Billie McConJuniors: Linz Brown, Thelma ers recognition meeting
achievement
an
and
fall,
the
in
nell, A n n Morgan, Margaret
DonCanada, Glenda Childress,
Fraternity President
itted; 27 Are
be held in the Princetonion Serves
Moore, Dianne Palmer, Melanie
ald Conway, Don Rogers, Wanda meeting also to
Robert Campbell Taylor, son of
Miss Juiia Lee Oldham, stu- George, and Allan, Princeton,
At Hospital
fall.
Ann
Mary
Smiley,
Rowland,
Phelps.
On The Korean Front
MT. and Mrs. Rumsey B. Taylor,
dent at Paducah Junior College, Route 1.
appointed
committee,
finance
A
persons were admitted
SweenShirley
Phyliss Stevens,
Sophomores: Jo Ann York, NanMr. and Mrs. Fred Hopper and 704 Locust street, is the newly
Sgt, Francis H. Young, 921 W. ey, Doris Dean 'Furpin, Suzanne is visiting her parents, Mr. and
aldwell County War cy Travis, Ruby Baker, Gerelene by the president to raise money
Oldham.
Claude
Mrs.
Jack Brown and daughter, elected president of Sigma Alpha
Mrs.
now
is
Main
Princeton,
street,
Charles
includes
group,
the
for
week
this
here
Hospital
White.
Dalton, Patsy Dortch, Jean SigNuckols, Becky, spent Sunday at Bowling Epsilon social fraternity at VanC.
A.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
with
front
Bettie
the
on
Korean
serving
Boitnott,
Helen
Howton,
e diFinissed, according ler, Doris Oliver, Sadie Howton,
Seventh Grade: Carolyn Ad- Highland avenue, have returned
Green visiting Mr. and Mrs. Hop- derbilt University.
the 2nd Infantry Division, heroes
Jimmy Wallace.
records.
David Keel, Paul Phelps, Dwane Sue Jones, and
ams, Ann Brinkley, Janice Chil- from a month's visit with their per's daughter, Miss Catherine
Taylor is vice-president of the
and
of
"Bloody"
"Heartbreak"
mated were Harvey E. Felker, Ted Feagan, Jerry Phelps,
dress, Geraldine Crowder, J., A. sons at Key West, Florielsr---Vanderbilt Student Christian As—
Hopper.
ridges. The division, a veteran
. Margaret Hopper Hugh Yates, David Phelps, Bon- Slides Are Shown At
Crowell, Dorothy Cunningham,
whose membership exMrs. C. E. McGregor left Tuesfighting foroe, recently has enMr. and Mrs. Billy Giannini sociation,
irnberly, Mrs. Joann nie Oates, Frankie Jackson. BetToby Goodaker, Sandy Gresham, day for a visit with her sister
and is comQuinn 4-H Meeting
gaged in patrol activity in the
recent guests of Mr. and ceeds 1400 members,
were
rs. Oleh Scott, Robert ty Burton.
Knight,
Keith
Wyndall Holloway,
pleting his senior year in the Vanat Miami, Florida.
Wendell Roberts, MarleneoLow- snow-blanketed
hills.
Korean
at Murray.
Powley
R.
J.
Mrs.
Sue
ilip Shelton, Dawson
Freshmen: Glenn Roberts,
Phyliss Lax, Dathal Lockhart, • Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Cherry are
derbilt College of Arts an d
ry, Shirley Hill, Ella Mae Mas- Sergeant Young entered the Army
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Johnson, of Science. He was graduated in
s. Martha Wyatt, BB-- Blackburn, Helen Grace Boitnott,
Dennis Marvel, Betty Morgan, visiting in Louisville.
Lewis Blackburn, Leo Hill in May. 1951, and was stationed
sey,
here
called
were
Owensboro,
Wilmmond, Robert
Loretta Howton. Ella May MasMichael Noffsinger, Kenneth Pat1948 from McCallie Preparatory
Bob Murray is in Knoxville on
and Bonnie Lowry presented a at Camp McCoy, Wis., before goMonday by the death of Mrs. School, Chattanooga, Tennessee,
Mrs. Hester Mercer, sey, Bonnie Lowery, Wanda E.
terson, Retie Pettit, William business.
"Automobiles and You", ing to Korea.
program,
Dyer.
Bud
Mr.
father,
Johnson's
. Quinn, Mrs. Cordie Phelps.
Smith, Sam Smith, Jr., Richard
and has done all of his college
Mrs. T. R. Buttermore returned
at a meeting of the Quinn 4-H
Cadiz; Baby Roger
Eighth Grade: Sara Ray, Linda
Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Jaggers and work at Vanderbilt.
Smith, James Stephens, Alma Tuesday after a visit with her
Wednesday, January 9.
Club
Mrs. Barnes' Father
er, Mrs. Van Curtin, Rustin, Hilda Jane Vinson, Betty
Stevens, Saundra Sweeney, Jo daughter, Miss Lucille Butter- children, Eddyville road, spent
The project leader reported
belle Robinson, Mrs. Campbell, Margaret Jones, John
the weekend at Bowling Green as
Ann Travis, Anna Tyrie, Nancy more, Louisville.
projects were planned by Dies At Pee Wee Valley
39
that
Dr. and New Greenhouse And
o u Brown, Dawson Dan bugg.
Williamson, Joyce Wood.
Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Pedley, the guests of his parents,
of the club for this
members
of
14
Mrs.
father
Briggs,
Walter
rs. Carol Hughey, Mr. Seventh Grade: Verna Hunt,
Jaggers.
Mrs.
Flower Shop Opened
Locust street, left today to attend
year. Eleven members are en- K. L. Barnes, of Princeton, died
ite, and Mrs. Violet Ann Riley, Elizabeth Wright.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Giannini
The opening of a new greenthe Kentucky Press Association
rolled in the food project which at his home at Pee Wee Valley, Three Butler Band
The six weeks regular honor
meeting being held at the Brown were the weekend guests of IVY house and flower shop on th e
includes school lunches and pic- Kentucky, Monday night, Janu- Members To Play At
and Mrs. Raymond Shultz at Pa- Dawson road by Mr. and Mrs.
smissed were Mr. H. 7. roll is composed of six seniors,
Hotel at Louisville.
ary 21. Survivors, besides Mrs.
nic foods.
ducah.
Orion K. Covington, of Chattars. Margaret Martine six juniors, 18 sophomores, nine
Pickens
Frank
Mrs.
Festival
and
Mr.
iMl-State
counassistant
James R. Baser,
Barnes, are his wife; two daughMrs. Murray Rogers has return- nooga, Tenn., and Miss Thelma
anan, Eddyville; Mrs. freshmen, seven eighth graders, ty agent, showed slides of 4-H ters, Mrs. Will Ed Diuguid, of
Three Butler High School band . returned Tuesday from a visit at
ed to her home at Paducah after Driskill, of Princeton, is anr, Eddyville; Mrs. Bet- and three seventh graders.
activities during the past year.
Louisville, and Mrs. Norbert Har- members have been accepted to Louisville.
Seniors: Barbara Austin, Clinand infant, W. G. BakMrs. Harry Averdick and son, a visit with her sister, Mrs. nounced.
Also at the meeting, the group din, of St. Petersburg, Fla.; a play in the All-State Band FesMr. and Mrs. Covington are
d; Harvey Rice, M r i. ton Beavers, Bertram Jones, Le- participated in games directed by son, Joe Briggs, Pee Wee Valley, tival to be held February 21-33 I Gordon, left Friday to make their George Eldred, and family.
Mrs. John Ed Stinebaugh and residing at 129 Dawson road. BeHopper, Mrs. Joann roy McNeely, Eleanor Crenshaw Wendell Roberta.
it is announced by ' home at Covington, Ky.
and four grandchildren.
Lexington,
at
infant; Mrs. Oleb Powell, Linda Villines.
Mrs. Leo Linton left Friday for daughter. Cathy, of Carbondale, fore moving to Princeton, Mr.
The next meeting of the group
Funeral services are to be con- K. V. Bryant, director.
Covington was connected with
Elisabeth Johnson, Juniors: Linz Brown, Thelma is scheduled for 8:30 p. m. Febwith her daughter at De- Ill., are visiting relatives here.
visit
a
of
basis
the
on
accepted
Those
the
ducted at 2 p. m. Friday at
Mr. and Mrs. Claude B. Wood the Tennessee Valley Authorities
ith, Philip Shelton, Canada, Glenda Childress, Dontroit.
are
playing
their
bf
ruary 13.
quality
the
Stoess Funeral Home, Crestwood,
prings; Mrs. Martha ald Conway, Don Rogers, Wanda
Mrs. W. R. English, of Lexing- recently spent the weekend at at Chattanooga.
Ronnie Filer, clarinet; Martha
Ky., with burial at Shelbyville.
infant; Robert Wil- Phelps.
Ky., is'vialting her daughter, Louisville.
ton,
Seminar
Bob
and
Attend
flute,
Four
Gresham,
Sue
Mr. and Mrs. Robert WilliamMrs. Hester Mercer, Sophomores: Jo Ann York,
George Filer, and family,
Mrs.
Local Pastor Attends
Hogan, cornet.
son and daughter, of Padueeh,
'e Leneave and infant Nancy Travis Ruby Baker, At Kentucky Dam Park
Edward Carter Accepts
Madisonville street.
Rally
Caldwell
the
of
members
Four
r Lewis Baker, Mrs. Gerelene Dalton, Patsy Dortch,
.1 Mrs. Preston Ray Halloman and were guests Sundry, of his Madisonville
TAX FORMS AVAILABLE
Frankfort Position
Rev. Floyd A. Loperfido atJessie
Williamson,
Mrs.
mother,
conhey, Mrs. Van Curtin Jean Sigler, Doris Oliver, Sa- County Health department athave
Carole.
Barbara
baby,
State income tax forms new
Edward Carter, son of Mr. and
tended a Pioneer Youth Rally of
her West Market street
t, Mrs. Annabel] Rob- die Howton, David Keel, Paul tended a three-day training semare available at the county cluded a two-week visit with
of Moe. the Western Kentucky Presbytery
Blackburn,
Wilma
Miss
Phelps, Dwane Felker, Ted Fea- inar for all personnel of county Mrs. Clifton Carter, has resigned
Douglas
infant.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
parents,
the J. C. clerk's office and the tax comheld
gan, Jerry Phelps, Hugh Yates, health units in this district last his position here with
Princeton, Route I. Mr. ganfield, visited her mother, of the Presbyterian Church
1, missioner's office at the court- George,
Madisonville, Kenat
Saturday
Main
street,
West
Mrs.
Blackburn,
lust
David Phelps, Bonnie Oates, week at Kentucky Dam Village Penney Co., effective February
here
visited
also
DEVOTIONALS
Halloman
to accept a position with the Ad- house, it is announced.
tucky.
A. Loperfido will Frankie Jackson, Betty Burton. State Park.
Ware they returned to their over the weekend.
Those attending from here were ams Shoe Co., at Frankfort, it is
Those who accompanied h I as
Mr. and Mrs. Claude B. Wood
Freshmen: Glenn Roberts, Sue
•n devotionals at a
at Princeton, Ill.
home
ILL
is
muds
MRS
Nancy
of the Kentue* Blackburn, Helen Grace Boltnott, Robert S Jacob, administrator; 'announced. Mrs. Carter plans to
Mrs. Theodore H. Ab- were dinner guests of Miss Lur- were Jackie Hunaaker,
and
Mr.
employee
Sigler,
Randall
Mrs.
until the end of this
line Humphries, at Cadiz, one Milstead, John rila Milstead, Joe
her
with
Churches held Janu- Loretta Howton, Ella May Mas- Mrs. Arney T. Rawl*, clerk; Miss remain here
weekend
the
spent
bott
at
ill
is
here
Co.,
Penney
she plans to of J. C.
Milstead and Robert Lear.
at Trinity Methodist sey. Bonnie Lowery, Wanda E. Virginia Belt. nurse, and Dr. W, School term; then,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Douglas evening last week.
her home on the Marion road.
Alm bar tiesimil at ireseltfort.
L. Cash, medial consultant.
Phelps.
Louisvill,.

and Caldwell county
I be $8,296.56 richer if
f Appeals upholds the
raziklin Circuit Judge
Ardery that the state
Amite the $26,212,500
on the basis of atther than the number
between six and
ing in the school dis-

County Red Cross
Goal Is $3,000

18 Fredonia Pupils On
Special Semester Roll
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The first formal school qi
cairn Island opened in 1
Pitcairn losnlanpditemo 1,200iril1
Maine produces throe-quarters
of the blueberries in the United
States and BO per cent of canned
ind i ThefLafaircneudalitgnig
laza uA
setr iotfanhiglahlideli
blueberries.
The lowlands of Scotland congets
tain 10 per cent of Scotland's
area but 75 per cent of its populaw prohibits
Federal
th
lation and most of its industry.
hbliti
gitass:he
le,eldlve giant African land
tbroauniric
The Metolius River in Central s
Oregon flows straight out of a from being brought into
mountain and is a full-fledged
cvoaAullnetyerhyoa.in of towns in the
river from the start.
f Germany is callaa
The ebony tree of Queensland..
Australia, besides its valuable "Wuppertal" (witches'
hard wood, yields fruit like • because of the eerie glare
steel mills.
plum.

j
onuo

Do You Know?
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Little Chips
By J. B. fL

in it worth while to read,
The Leader would not attempt
to advise the Board of City Coun- And that it doesn't print the kind
of stuff that people need.
cil on how it should go about
getting additional revenue, but lie tosses it aside and says it's
strictly or. the bum—
surely there is a way other than
making billboards out of the But you ought to hear him holler
The goverr.or warned that the
The bienzial General Assembly
when the paper doesn't come.
town's parking meters.
of the Commonwealth of Kentuc- legislators should get about their
*
*
*
*
ky and the second session of the business and clean it up as quickCanto II
Mink coats jr. Washington and He reads about the weddin's and 82nd Congress of the United ly as possible so they can get on
..
States of America both opened with a really tough job the last
free football and basketball tickhe snorts like all get out,
business the first full calen- couple of weeks of the session—
Announcement that the State plans to spend approximately eta to U. K. games for members
social doin's for
the
about
reads
He
the job of redefining the boundar week of this year.
$700,000 on U. S. 62 in Caldwell county in a proposed five-year of the Kentucky General Assemmost derisive shout,
a
with
Interestingly, both the legisla- daries of our Congressional disprogram should be gratifying to all of us in this vicinity.
bly smell about the same to me. He says they make the paper for
ture and Congress have ass urgent tricts; reducing them from nine
After completion of the bridge now under construction below Yep, that's right, so I hear. A bill
the women folk alone,
Kuttawa, an increase in the number of tourists traveling through has been introduced in the Legis- He'll read about the parties and reason for wanting to get their to eight.
This matter is of real concern
work polished off in jig time so
Princeton and on our highways to Kentucky Lake and the dam lature at Frankfort to have the
he'll fume and fret and groan;
is a certainty. Improvement of the roads through here will auto- University of Kentucky provide He says of information it doesn't each can get on to something else. to our Congressmen, and of vital
It is most unlikely that either importance to both political parmatically decrease the congestion and traffic hazards which can be free four tickets to each, football
have a crum—
ties because of the Presidential
foreseen under the present condition of the roads.
and basketball game for e a c h But you ought to hear him holler will succeed.
This Presidential election year election.
Of course, improved highways will be an attraction for tour- member of this State's august
when the paper doesn't come.
Informed political sources are
the Congressmen would like to
ists to this area and if local merchants will attempt to cater to this body.
CarAo III
get its work done in a few months convinced that Kentucky can
trade the whole area will benefit.
*
*
*
*
He's always first to grab it and he and get home to take care of the swing into the Republican column
The road improvement plan, which is the most far-reaching
The Boyd County Observer,
this year if the GOP does the
. rver, in
reads it plumb clean through, real business of politics.
in the history of the Department of Highways, has as its purpose,.
column
Buzzin
called
a
Over
lie doesn't miss an item or a want
It is most unlikely that this can unexpected and nominates a polito provide systematic improvement of the state's key highways.
Boyd,"
recently
had
a
good
poem
Perhaps, in the near future, more tourists will plan vacations in our
ad—this is true.
be accomplished. Much more like- tically poter.t presidential nomiin it which was copied by the
state rather than bypassing it because of bad roads.
fie says they don't know what ly, in view of some of the very nee.
Woodford Sur. and which I clipwe want, the durn newsp/sper important legislation coming up,
If our Congressional races are
•
ped from that paper. Here it is:
guys
is that Congress will recess for on a state-at-large basis, a strong
I'm gonna take a day sometime July for the Democratic and Re- GOP leader might easily carry
When the Paper Doesn't Come
=ELS
publican nominating conventions, the whole Congressional slate
and go an' put 'em wise,
77—s
Canto
I
meat
story,
Sometimes it seems is though
along with him—making Kenthen go back to work,
Do you work for yourself in your own grocery
of My father says the paper he reads
they Must be blind and deaf
The state legislature h as no tucky's Washington delegation
market, hardware store, filling station, shoe-repair shop—or one
ain't put up right.
and dumb;
such vast and involved testate- completely Republican.
many types of businesses? If you do, you have had coverage under
lie finds a lot of fault, he does,
But you ought to hear him holler tive .program facing it, but it's
The Democrats realize this is a
Social Security since January 1, 1951.
perusin' it all night.
when the paper doesn't come.
just 'as difficult a job for the possibility—and they don't like
You must report your net earnings from self-employment.
—Author Unknown
state body as it is, comparatively, it, so they want redistricting acThis is not a matter of choice. You must do this when you file lie sztys there ain't a single thing
complished
for Cor.gress.
your personal income tax some time after January 1st and by
•
The Republicans know :t could 1,
Governor Wetherby laid down
March 15th. You will pay 214 per cent on your net income from
a straight-forward program and happen—and will fight any kind
self-employment if you earn as much as $400, but you will not pay Kentucky Folklore
4
budget, but there always is a cer- of jerrymander, any unfair carvse"
this tax on any amount over $3600.
tax
income
personal
of
tain
haggling
amount
of
congressional
over
ing
your
up
districts,
file
you
//
This means that when
these things. A n d every Tom, and fight it bitterly and to the
return you will have to pay 2',4 per cent of your net earnings reexemptions
no
are
There
Dick and Jeremiah who goes to end.
gardless of what your income tax will be.
This makes time a crucial mittIn "Thanatopsis" Bryant sug- past institution; an occasional Frankfort has from one to a dosfrom the social security tax because you have a wife or children.
gests that the reader
Diesel towboat brings a cargo of en pet bills of his own which ha ter. And means it's at least posFar example: If your net earnings for the year were:
$ 9.00
gasoline, but no one would con- thinks must, at all costs, get in sible that the legislature will
you will pay
$ 400
"Take the wings
briskly and busily do its job.
22.50
you will pay
1000
of Morning, pierce the Barcan fuse its signals with those of the the hopper
45.00
old-fashioned steamboat when
you will pay
2000
Wilderr.ess .
67.50
boating was a real business here
you will pay
3000
.. yet the dead are there."
How To Get Positive Quick Relief
81.00
and elsewhere. As I sat on the
you will pay
3600
Nothing intrigued this poet high point of
From Stomach Trouble With The NEW
rock
and
looked
out
will
Since the Social Security tax must be paid at one time, it
more than contemplating the racHARVEY STOMACH TREATMENT
over the river, swollen by a rebe well to be prepared to have available a sum ranging from $9.00 es and civilization that have precent period of rains, I somehow
It
is
made
up of four different medicines. One of the
,
ta $81.00, depending on your net income.
ceded our own. In a poetic waymain ingredients is belladonna.
When you do file, you will be required to put your Social Se- he anticipated t h e historian mingled my meditations about
Thirst
knows
no
season—
We guarantee this wonderful medicine to relieve ulcer
curity number on your tax return so that you will be properly Toynbee of our time, who has forgotten Indians and these more
pain, and that acid, gassy, belchy, nervous and lack of pep
credited with your earnings. If you had a number before, be sure made us all conscious again of recent evidences of the passing of
nor does ice-cold Coca-Cola.
feeling. Compare its price with other stomach preparations.
to use that one. If you lost your card, you may request a duplicate the traces of other times and human. institutions. The bones of
long-dead
Indians
reposed
n
o
t
one
as
should
get
you
number,
never
had
a
you
If
Many
one.
lost
testimonials come into our office telling of the
of the
other peoples that are all around
It's 'round-the-clock,
far away! ghosts of yesterday
blessed relief that users have obtained. They have also
soon as possible.
us. My lifelor.g interest in passFarmers are excluded from the list of enterprises included un- ing institutions, through experi- floated by on the river; life itfound Harvey Tartlets have relieved Gall Bladder Irounie
day-in-day-out refreshment
self seemed in this moment a sort
Start this treatment today. Sold only at—
der this new provision of the social security laws.
ence and study, often ,;ets new
Plus Oepout
of dream between two eternities.
—(The Shelby News) slants.
DOMED UNDO AUTMONTY Of 115E COCA-CO(A COMPANY 115
So conscious of this asWOOD DRUG STORE
pect of our race I am that I find
HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
evidences everywhere I go of cusPhone 2075
Princeton, Ky.
'Cokea•rooLharffti trordo-mark.
0 1932, THE COCA-COLA coo
toms and interests that used to
be.
We are living in an age when the fine art of trying to get.
Last weekend I stayed for a
something for nothing is being practiced by nations, states, cities, time at a cabin that belongs to
writers
professional
and
pocket
and on down to the lowliest pick
one of my friends, in a place that
(By Jane Eads)
of bad checks.
would make even a person bored
Washington — The capital had
PhilaStores
of
Fred Johnson, Vice President of the American
with humanity wonder at the evi- had a busy time malsing it hot
1
delphia, has compiled information on the growth of the bad check dences of previous people that
for man and bird.
racket. It reads like a fast moving story. For example, he points are everywhere around. As I
The motives behind each proout that in the trading area of the American Stores a certain group drove into the very area, I had
of banks formerly turned back from three to five worthless checks to pass a burial mound of pre- ject were vastly different. One
a day. Now they turn hack eighty each day. The recent crime in- historic peoples, a mere pile of was to foster frier.dliness, t h e
vestigations have caused certain lawless elements to switch their earth in the front yard of an old, other to discourage it.
The British Embassy had heatactivities into other types of swindling, particularly the pushir.g of old house.
bad checks among merchants, with shoplifting, and counterfeit
Scientific people have excavat- ed towel racks in the bathrooms
money as side lines.
ed enough in this place to deter- adjoining the suites assigned to
After listing scores of examples of the way merchants and mine that it was used be the Rock Prime Minister Winston Churchindividuals are imposed on and bilked by the bad check artists, Mr. Grave People, who rarely buried ill and Foreign Minister Anthony
Eden, here to confer with PresiJohnson gives some sound advice: "Checks should never be cashed many artifacts with their
dead.
on the basis of casual acquaintance, sympathy, hard luck tales, dis- Or: top of a neighboring point of dent Truman.
tress telegrams, vague answers, altered credentials, haste, bluff .land that juts out between
Public interest. in the heated
two
and bluster, offended dignity, personal resentment, threats to re- streams there were many she,ils towel racks in the Churchill—a-Tat
port to the main office, or alleged friendship with an official of still glistening from a fairly
re- Eden bathrooms left members of
the company. Phoned ir.structions to cash checks, regardless of cent excavation for the
founda- the British Embassy cold.
the source, should be disregarded."
tion for a cabin; these shells had
"What shocks me," said one,
a
There is one safe rule to follow. Don't cash a check for any- been tossed there by
other Indian "is that no one seems ever, to
one whom you don't know or who cannot furnish you with abso- hands ages ago, for
once this was have heard of them before.
lutely satisfactory credentials.
the camp of many people or of They're quite common in Engsmaller numlbers for a very long land, especially in hotels." He extime. On one side of this same plained the racks were merely
high point the kitchen midden exposed hot water pipes used to
is fifteen feet deep, with shells, warm the bathrooms.
A government employee recently complained to his boss that bones, and ashes that had
been
Inforrpation about the towel
4
he had nothing to do, that he was bored, and so he was thinking thrown away from the
age-old racks came when reporters asked
of quitting. In reply, the boss asked him to be patient; in a little camping place. Under
one of the for details of the furnishings in
while, he'd get an assistant. The point was this: the boss supposed cliffs are other
evidences of Cliff the suites occupied by the two
that he was being asked indirectly for a raise, and with equal in- People, and
nearby a well-pre- prominent guests. These details
direction, he offered one. In government, the people get raises in served hominy-hole
shows how included everything from drawn
proportion to the number they "supervise."
the Indians ground their corn for hems on the white linen sheets to
This may be a clue to why almost everything in government a long period of
time. In fact, glass ash trays.
costs so much money. A man works, say, for Agriculture as a re- everywhere around
this secludThe Prime Minister's bedroom
Paw,,,,E1084.0oor 50110.0. Hawn OidemsAile Styr*"dr CD•ar Saw..•H
search chemist. He's a top scientist and year by year through ed retreat are
Super MIN
these evidences of had a dressing table with threeWWI CM Hydramtie Namrista optimmi at owe cool. Fiamaiporat. memoarloy 05.11 WIN SWOOP le 0,164.. .44A•no wain,
papers he contributes to the learned journals, develops a reputation people who once
lived, even as we way mirrors and gentlemen's
fitfor himself. To get more money, he must quit the laboratory for now live.
Their civilization is ted wardrobe of dark
mahogany.
the desk and become an executive. To rate as an executive he gone, having
probably died out Other furnishings ircluded
an
roust have a staff. There are thousands of people in just that situ- some
generations before the armchair and a daybed
with soft
ation who can get more pay only by becoming relatively useless.
white mar: came. A sentimental cusgion.
A phone was placed beThen there's the way budgeting works. It's found that some- poet,
wandering over these rug- side the bed, along
with a push
thing or other must be done. This is called creating a "function." ged
landscapes, could find suffi- button by which
Mr. Churchill
If there's a function, there must also be an organization. One per- cient
I
material for many a poem could summon
his secretary. Adson handling a job is impossible ordinarily, since the man doing it, on the life
and philosophy of the joining the
bedroom
was a biege
whatever his talent, would be under-rated. To be appreciated, he tribes that
have now vanished.
and teal blue, chintz-draped sitmust become a boss. That involves getting assistants, stationery,
With no especial intention of ting room
used
as a study.
equipment—all the things that go with functions.
finding a similarity between
Downtown, for several thousA great deal of time is spent in creating and then attending times long
ago and some not so and starlings who
have beer: esmeetings of "interdepartmental committees." The purpose of these distant, I
could not keep my eye tablished residents
of the city for
is to build up personal connections. It's the lawyers, mostly, who off the
river. I am old enough the past 20 or 30
do this, just as in private life their search for clients brings
years, it. was
them to remember when it was an im- the hot
foot that brought public
into all sorts of clubs where they meet each other.
portant avenue of travel and attention.
Two men installed wires
—(Financial World) trade. Not too long ago these in
cornices and under the eaves
same
rugged
gorges
resounded
to and other areas of several build•
the appealing whistle of steam- ings
One of the outstanding deeds of the 1950 General
where the birds have been
Assembly boats. The rather
deserted area roosting, nesting or just
was enactment of the law banning fireworks in
cor.greKentucky. Now where I was
visitirs
over
the gating, always a peril to the
there is a move afoot at Frankfort to repeal the
ban. It is un- weekend was once
apbuzzing with parel of those walking
thinkable that the legislature would so disregard
below.
human safety as life, for river
traffic, lumbering,
to give the repealer a serious thought.
A. J. Walters, in charge of the
and stone-quarrying employed project, said
The sentimental argument habitually made for
Meet sfie meat powarffist'lleabsa"&Om 0111~11aaa cou
birds invading the
fireworks ig- dozens of workmen.
nores the plain fact that they constitute a
wired territory get a slight
At top, the allmew Niftily-MAI-a triumph ef
menace to life and prophotOne
stone
quarry, almost with- foot but it didn't harm
erty as well as a nerve-shattering destroyer
design-a Claude Below, the setwational new
them The
of community peace. in sight of
where I was, had city's sanitation
Louisville for years has had a law against
-Oldsmobile's Super "OP' for HMV Both bring ne
superintendent,
fireworks, but until the been worked for
forty years and however, says the
160 honopower "Roakeel Both feature Oidenolute's
state-wide ban was invoked the city law was
de-birding prowidely evaded because had shipped
of sales outside the city limits. Last year
innumerable tona of cesa is no answer to
Hydra-Matie Super brive with its thrilling new Supt.
for the first time Louis- building
Washington's
stones in that time. long standing
for specomular seem! Both offer new GM Hydraulir
ville, along with the rest of Kentucky, enjoyed
problem. "They just
a quiet Fourth of Changes in
NEW
111111111•MAIE
WEI MIN KIN OM NYORMIUC STEEMINS*I NEW OL910001ILE1
tastes in building and move to another
ing•-ased se eves smoother "Rocket Ride"! And, le
July. Let's keep it that way.
111011111EF I
building," he
Now Hydra•Matic Drive adds a This newest development in With 25 more
use of other types of materials says, and
magnificent mew Nieesty.AVir. Oldamobile achieve s
It is to be hoped that not only will the
he adds that no one
horsepowerrepeal bill be thoved have caused the
new
ranr--"Sorper" Range for power -misted
high in federal. design. A sweeping now "long look" es
stone quarry to has yet come up with a
aside but that the lawmakers will resist
lug new Quadri -Jet Carburetor
any attempt to weaken be deserted,
way for
m
per
reformisms-thrilling new takes out the effort, leans -new high-lift
New "Costom•Lounge" Interiore--the inset
quite as deserted as electrifying the
the state law with amendments. In its
you"
valves-now
.
sycamore trees '
original form, the bill creat- the cliffs
,
lion in any driving situation! in the "feel" of the wheel! more thrilling
ases! These brilliant new "Rocket" Oidemokales ler
where the Indians used on Pennsylvania
ing the present law had a gaping
I
than seer!
loophole in it-s section exempt- to live.
Avenue,
which
are
now on spans' display in no
Long ago the forests were Is really
ing fireworks containing Lot more than one
dims
SOO
eheureosal
where most of the birds
grain of exigently.. When cut down,
19 S2 OLDSMOS ILIS NOW ON
though I did see, at hang out and do
safety authorities pointed out that even one
DISPLAY AT THI
the most damage.
grain, or less, of some this same place a
few years ego,
FOLLOWING
explosive elemerhs could be quite dangerous,
Every now and then someone
the bill's author, two large rafts
of logs being comes forth with
Senator R. P. Moloney of Lexington, promptly
an idea gor
withdrew the objet- steered down the river
tionable clause. As a result Kentucky has a
or.•cold, chasing the pesky critters
good anti-fireworks law. raw winter
out of
day.
All is needs from this legislature is to be left
town, but they seem to hold their
alone.
The whistle of the steamboat is, own
against man's every en-(The Louisville Times) so far as this
Maricit
river is concerned, a deavor.
Princeton Ky.
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number of rural tel
8e8 passed the 520,0(X)
77,000 were added last year
Eves bigger things are pla
can set the necessary mate
farms are eager to enjoy t
swing advantages of tekph
hard to fill their needs. And
12,000 mil telephones in serv
Meeting the needs of farm f
&a it's a mighty important
pal 10 the South's prosperi
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Dear Friends:
John Deere D
Monday, Jan. 28, 1
having all our farm
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Plentiful In
ut Cost To Be
hat Higher

advance in price), but there will
be less butter for your bread.
a telephone.
Like a couple of eggs, with a
Where no brook can be dammed
strip of bacon or some frizzled
and 7.0 sizable pond can be kept
filled, the engineers recommend
ham, after your cereal? The U. B.
a concrete cistern holding at least
larder should bold even larger
Priming tobacco, Or saving the
3,000 gallons of water. This is the
supplies of eggs than heretofore,
lower leaves as they ripen, is a
minimum capacity for the farmAnd 1951's outstandingly large
practice highly recommended by
er's own protection.
porkchop will provide good eatecily Brownstone)
county agents with the UK ColAn important specification is
erica can count on 1952 ing for the first halt of '52.
lege of Agriculture and Home
4•••••44mm.s4.4•4=4•444.44.4••••••••=ow4
that pumpers must be able to
turieg everything from
4,
Sugar in your coffee? A record Economics. Dozens of farmer
a
in
Fire Fighting Farmers
draw water even in wieter. A
uts—and plenty of it. world output means that you'll their
counties have profited in
novel method of solvieg this probif there would be even probably have plenty to sweeten this way.
Build
Swim
ming
Holes
Three women in Barren county
lem is reported in the Farm Jouravailable in the next the taste of that high-priced bev(By
David
Take
G. Bareuther)
for example, Garnett Mil- who sell on the homemakers
nal, which suggests a brine barrel
than there was in '51. erage.
America is rapidly becoming a in
by of Green county. His crop, market' had a total sale of $535
the pond.
ances are that. by the
Going on to lunch at.d dinner, produced by Morris Simmo
land
of small por.ds. This is apMARK CUNNINGHAM
re and in December.
By R. A. Mabry
the new year, It will it may cheer you
This
is an ordinary oak cask,
parent
to air line passengers who
to know that Marvin Milby, was increased a
Sixty-seven Greer: county 4-H
hat more than it ad supplies of beef
such
as
a
cider
barrel.
One
Complete houraisea Service
see the sun reflected from these
end
are showing an fourth by priming the leaves on club members sold 71,278 pounds
set the family table. .increase. Better
is knocked out and the barrel is
-• silvery dots create
get out recipes four and eight-tenths acres. The of tobacco for $41,527, or an avd by farmers filled
v'ernment agricultural for Swiss steaks,
According to the agricultural for
111 West Market At. '
about
a
third
full of water.
fire protection and recreation.
pot roasts, and primed crop of 2,850 pounds, sel- erage of $58.26 at the second an- outloo
k for the coming year, farm
say the trend to stews, since
A bucket of rock salt Is dissolved
much of the bee/ ling for $1,595 brought the total nual Greensburg District 4-H Club
The
govern
ment's
Soil Conser- in this, aed the
prices on most commodities will
es shows no sign of will be grass-f
barrel is floated
ed and need long yield to 10,588 pounds for wale. tobacco show and sale.
remain about the same as they vation Servieeteeports.that 285,687 and anchored at the
slow cooking. Look up some Italdeep end of
farm
Instead
pondle
-tave been''planned a pond
of exchanging gifts at were in 1951 or trend slightly
According to County Agent
with breakfast, there ian recipes, too, because there's
near
up- under
enough to shore to
its directior: and up to last be reache
John H. Ewing, Jr., the high yield Christmas, members of the Vine ward.
enty of cereal food an increase ir.. veal. And
d by firemen.
what resulted from a consbiestion of Grove Homemakers Club in HarJune 30, a total of 216,445 of these
While prices on farm commoround. But the cost of better to do with veal cutlets
When the pond is frozen over
or recommended practices, such as din county brought gifts to a
projects had been completed.
.
dities are likely to trend upward,
the grocery store prets- shanks than to cook Scallopine
the barrel can be quickly demola t he bluestone-lime treatment, member whose home had burned.
These ponds, bringing the old ished
farm expenses are expected to
reflect 1951's higher la Marasala or Ossi Buchi
in an emergency with a few
Mil- cover crops, fertilization, use of
In Monroe cour.ty, more than rise
swimm
in'
hole
and
fishing oppor- blows with an ax.
faster. This means that farmanese?
Sir.ve the brine
Ky. 16, and having coke and 100 crops of tobacco produced a ers will
tunitie
s
to
many
high and dry doesn't freeze, this
need to pay more atten11 be lots of milk to
You can also look forward to stoves in readiness.
leaves a hole
ton or more leaf to the acre.
tion than ever to cuttieg expen- farms, are being built primarily in the ice through which
ur bowl of oatmeal or a few more lamb chops—but not
a fire
H. C. Campbell of Perry coun- ses
One of t h e largest yields in
wherever possible if they ex- for fire protection. Out beyond hose can he dropped.
or to drink (even many, because lamb production
municipal fire hydrants, the lack
pounds a n d money in Daviess ty has completed a concrete block pect to get a fair net
milk
d
return this of
is expected to is not expected to rise far above
water has har.dicapped rural .In some states, conservation decounty was made by Clem Green- building to house three incubat- year.
fire fighters. Ponds, dammed up partments are stocking large farm
well of the Curdsville commursity. ors; he has also added a 30 by 50 Some of
the ways expenses stream
s, cisterns and even swim- ponds with fish free of charge.
On two and six-tenths acres, he foot unit to his laying house.
W.'''Weat to Town" as
Usually a pond has to cover more
Several 4-H club members in might be reduced is to plan the ming pools are the
produc
ed
5,228
pounds
answer to
,
which
cropping and livestock program
Farm Telephones in 1951 ...
than a half-acre arid must be
that need.
sold for an average of $58 a hun- Warren county have not bought to make the
fed
Ite.h.p.V-8 and 10I-h.p.Six
most use of labor and
dred after deducting warehouse feeder steers as they are' high in machinery
The current issue of the Farm by a stream or springs in order
availab
le.
Comin
Now
price
to
g NEXT WEEK at your
is
the Journa
qualify for fish. In these cases
and hard to locate.
charges. Of that amount, 1,008
l reports that New England
farmers dump fertilizers ir.to the
Priming tobacco paid at the time to check over machinery, farmers
pounds were primed leaves, which
Doolerl
Ford
are getting reduction up
s
replacing badly worn parts rathsold for $64 a hundred.' Green- rate of $26 a day for
to 25 per cent in their fire insur- ponds in the spring and harvest
and er than waitin
1152
g for them to break
tasty
crops
of
bass
wen told John E. McClure, county Mrs. Quint Gribbies of ayldt While
and
trout
latthey are in use in the busy arce premiums if they have a big er on.
4
agent, that he had only 315 county.
pond piped to fire hydrants near
Carmel Barker brolulbtob co season.. Replacing worn parts now their
farm buildings. Another 25
the extremely low level at which production records ig' Elliott might save several times the cost
per cent reduction is made
in
it's been,
county when he grew 3,214 pounds of the part in labor and time lust that
section for conformance with
later.
Turkey every Sunday may give on one acre, selling it for $54.64
such
precau
tions
as
lightning
Grain prices are already high
chicken a cur, for the money. a hundred.
rods, proper electric wiring
and
An acre of pickles can gross and expected to go higher. With ir.stall
Farmers are paying heed to the
ation
of
extinguishers.
growing popularity of small tur- about $500 in three months from this in mind, plan to get maxiFire
prevention engineers of
keys and raising increasing num- planting date, says John Gardeer mum of production from grass the
National Board of Fire Unthis year. Planning your breeding
WE PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES
bers of these delicious young of the University of Kentucky.
derwriters have been working
James DeVores, war veteran of program so that livestock and
birds for year-round consumption.
livestock products will be ready with the Soil Conservation Service
When you change to fish for a Graves county, plans to convert for
sale at the time of seasonal in the pond building program.
main dish in '52, you'll tied more to poultry houses a stock barn
peak prices which occur every For insurance purposes, these exfresh and frozen, a little less and a tobacco barn on his 12perts consider at.. approved watWE OPERATE SANITARY TRUCKS WITH LEAKyear.
acre farm.
caned, than in '51.
er supply to be one that will
proHog
Spence
prices
r
county
are
expect
tobacc
ed to be vide a minimum
o growPROOF BEDS. PROMPT, COURTEOUS SERVICE
Large packs of learned and
of 250 gallons of
frozen vegetables will help round rrs using amounts of potash rec- higher in the fall due to the water per minute
for
one
hour.
small
ommen
We Also Pick Up Small Animals Free Of Charge
pig
ded
crop
by
the cour.ty agent
expected this
out meals. So will white potatoes.
To be eligible for fire insura
nce
Sweet potato supplies are short report increased yields and qual- spring. It might be wise to breed rate
credit, a pond or other apsome gilts to farrow the last
--CALL-and will bring high prices until ity.
of
A corncrib on the Pritchard August or early September either proved water supply must be
the 1952 crop is harvested. As
within
750
feet
to
Bros.
from
sell
feeder pigs Or to feed out.
farnrin Webster county
all farm
usual, there will be plenty of dry
holds 7,000 bushels, and is filled
It is just as important to pro- buildings and the farm must harve
bear.s .and Peas.
by
a conveyor operated with an vide a good legume pastur
Grapes and cranberries from
e ard
Because of the expected release
PHONE 3698, PRINCETON, KY.
minerals "self-fed" for hogs and of fed
fall harvesting are in large sup- electric motor.
cattle from soft corn areas
Eighty-one 4-H club members poultry as for any other
ply; but so far it looks as if we
type of in March and April, growers of
We Pay All Phone Charges would have fewer apples a n d in Christian county are carrying livestock if you want to make heavy cattle (1000 pounds
or betthe baby-ibeet project.
economical gain. A good legume ter) should
pears than in '51.
avoid
these
months
We Meet All Competition
E number of rural telephones served by Southern
pasture for hogs can reduce grain when
There will be as much canned pounds of tips
planr.ing sale date for their
and tail eeds in needed by
ell passed the 520,000 mark in 1951. More than
one-third.
fruit available as last year, as the entire crop.
steers.
were added last year alone.
well as good supplies of canned
Mr. Greenwell used 1,000
en bigger things are planned for 1952, provided we
fruit juices and frozen fruits and pounds of fertili
zer to the acre,
get the necessary materials. Many more Southern
juices.
but plans to use a ton next year,
ers are eager to enjoy the convenience and moneyWe probably will eat more as he has in other
years.
advantages of telephone service. We are working
dried fruit in 1952 than we did
R. H. Hopper, of Caldwe
ll
to fill their needs. And we expect to have another
in: '51 because we have large sup- county, made $21
a day for each
rural telephones in service by the end of this year.
plies at lower prices.
day's work in priming tobacc
o.
What else besides fruit for des- He harvested 1,326
eeting the needs of farm families is a big and costly job.
pounds of
sert? The news is that there will burley on six
it's a mighty important job to us—because it's so un-tenths acre, 396
be enough ice cream to meet pounds beieg
to the South's prosperity, in town and on the farm.
primed. The crop
our increased demand for it — averaged 60% cents
a pound net,
TITHERN BELL TELEPHONE
although production of this fav- according to
County Agent R. A.
orite dessert will mean a smaller Mabry, the primed
IS TELEGRAPH COMPANY
leaves, lugs
quota of butter.
and trash selling for 69
cents a
pound.

Priming Adds To
Tobacco Profits

Ky. Farm News

1County Agent's
Column

Greatest choice et

In a low-priced earl

Dead Stock Removed
for: Horses, Cows and Hogs

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

therm Rural Telephones
s the Half Million Mark

Deaths & Funerals
Wright Stallins

January 24, '1952
ear Friends:
fact next
John Deere Day will soon be here again; in
forward to
Monday, Jan. 28, 1952. This is the day we look
spend
having all our farmer friends here to be our guests and
on each of you
the day with us. There just isn't time to call
each
personally. We have endeavored to mail invitations to
have not been
one of you, but if you did not receive one, or
consider this your
invited by any of our personnel, please
start at
personal invitation to attend. The picture show will
9:00 A. M. at the Capitol Theater.
starring Marjorie
The feature picture, "Galahad Jones",
Jonathan Hale,
Lord, Richard Crone, Elizabeth Patterson, and
sure you will enis a top notch production -- one which we are
interesting and educational
joy. We will also have several
practices.
features on modern equipment and farming
1952. Come
Don't forget the time -- Monday, Jan. 28,
the day with us.
early! Bring the whole family and spend
Sincerely,
Claude Robinson
Robinson Impl. & Motor Co.
Princeton, Kentucky

Funeral services for Wright
Stallies, 83, retired superi
ntendent of Cedar Hill Cemetery,
were
held at 2 p. m. Saturday
at the
First Baptist Church, by the
Rev
H. G. M. Hatler. Burial
took
place in Cedar Hill Cemete
ry.
Mr. Stallins, member of
the
First Baptist Church, died
Wednesday, January 16, at his
home
here.
He is survived by his
widow,
Mrs. Evelyn Stallins; four
daughters, Mrs. Virgil Travels
tein, Carbondale, Illinois; Mrs. Harry
lace, Mrs. Aaron Cummi Walns, of
Princeton; Mrs. Eddie
Wood,
Memphis. Tenn.; four sons,
Malcolm Stallins and Willia
m Stallins,
both of Albuquerque, New
Mexico; Jack Stallins, Louisvi
lle; and
Cliftor. Stallins, Prince
ton; six
grandchildren and two
great
grandchildren.
Funeral arrangements
were
under the direction of
the Morgan Fueeral Home.
Bearers were Roy
W. E. MeCaslin, WillarKoltinsky.
d Moore,
J. Y. O'Bannon,
John Morgan,
and Frederick Stallin
s.
The average U. S.
the 25-29 age group Woman in
anc 5 feet 6
weighs approximately
138.

11

in
Hopkinaville
shop

Year key ki treater kaidlimet jor•fits

OMCPRESENTS THE
FIRST2Y2-TON DIESEL
At last—Diesel economy and hill-leveling
performance come to thousands of
trackers who hive never had any choice
hot gasoline power in the past!
DAY America's foremost builder of Diesel

'r
op

ucks smashes the size-weight barrier that
to now has denied the many economies of
Diesel power to haulers of medium-weight loads.

Today GMC offers users of equipment in the
19,500 GVW-35,000 GCW range a sensational
new Diesel truck-tractor.
It is powered by the first welterweight Diesel
truck engine—a smaller, more compact model of
the famous General Motors 2-cycle engine that
has made GMC America's first-choice Diesel
truck.

wicarson

More Miles per Gallon

incorporated

Because it is Diesel-powered, this new GMC
Model D450-37 will cost you far less to run per
mile, far less to maintain per year than any other
2%-tonner you've ever owned. .411 Diesel espetiewe proves that.

for

women's wear
"lovely and intimate"
exclusively yours.

Because it is a 2-cycle Diesel, it is a fast-starting;
quick-accelerating, highly responsive truck with

plenty of snap in traffic—a truck that will maintain
a steady "on time" schedule even on hilly runs.
Fuel economy is automatic thanks to GMC's
famous Fuel Modulator. Regardless of throttle
pressure this engine never gets more fuel than
it needs and makes the most of what it gets.
Smooth driving is assured by "easy-turn" recirculating hall-bearing steering—even electric shift*
ing on two-speed axle models.

Nationwide Service
Equally'important to the thousands of truckers
who can now enjoy the benefits of Diesel power
for the first time, this new GMC D450-37 is
backed by the nation's largest network of Diesel
service stations.
Before you buy another truck, you owe it to your.
self to investigate these new GMC welterweight
Diesels if you want to cut costs! We will he glad to
give you facts and figures that will open your eyes:
Why not come in today!

Delarealtrue*I

STEVENSON PONTIAC

North Court Square

Princeton, Ky.

V'11 de hotter i.e vied frock with yew GE dopier

LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Gradatim Club Observes

table was centered with a candle
Fiftieth Anniversary
UDC Given Luncheon
decorated with a Confederate
observed
The Gradatim Club
„Memorial
As Gen. Lee
sticker.
with a tea
arrilversary
fiftieth
its
Members of the United DaughA.picture of Lee was hung over
library
given at the George Coon
ters of the Confederacy held the mantle with two Confederate
le, for memJanuary
at
Wednesday,
luncheon
their Lee memorial
flanked by magnolia
Club, their
Barnes, flags and
bers of the Gradatim
the home of Mrs. K. L.
leaves.
January
of the Book
menlbers
Main street, Saturday,
and
a
guests
reviewed
Mrs. Sam Catlett
net stole. Mrs. Phelps carried pink
19.
King - Wigginton
Lovers Club.
book on Lee and Mrs. Bernice Peters - Thorpe
past,
and Mrs. Garnett carcarnations
The buffet table was centered
proThe program featured the
musical
Presbyterian
a
Cumberland
presented
gladioli
e
h
white
T
and
Davis
Candlelight
future of the club
yellow carnations.
with red and white carnations
ried
and
present
gram.
formed the setting for the wed- Church at Fredonia was the scene
a canand magnolia leaves. Each cardThe flower girls, Linda and with each speaker lighting
her subject. Mrs.
ding of Miss Mary Ruth Peters, at 4:30 o'clock, Sunday afternoon,
Harper, wore gowns of dle symbolic of
Patty
the
Frank T. Linton, chairman of
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eli December 30, of the wedding' of
King, daughter light blue and pink orgendie and program committee, introduced
Peters, and J. C. Thorpe, son of Miss Bonnie Jean
of Mr. and Mrs. James W. King, carried white baskets of white Mrs. William S. Rice, president of
Mr. and Mrs. John Thorpe, of
memand Roy Benjaman Wigginton, rose petals.
the club and only charter
Cerulean. The wedding took place son of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. WigginThe bride's mother and Mrs: ber preser.t, who gave u her
at 3:00 o'clock, Sunday afternoon, ton. Rev. Ray Wigginton officiat- Wigginton both were attired in talk, "Lamp of Remembrance".
the
January 20, at the Rock Springs ed at the double ring ceremony. gray suits with black accessories At the conclusion, she read
White gladioli, chrysanthemums and. a red rose corsage.
Methodist Church. The single
list of the honorary members and
The bridegroom was attended the names in memoriam.
ring ceremony was performed by and white tapers in candelabra
formed a background for the cer- by his brother, Arnold Wigginton,
Mrs. Allison Akin, whose subthe Rev. Tom Brinkley.
The candles were lighted by emony. The candles were lighted and Thomas Jones. The ushers ject was "Lamp of ComradeRobert Allen Peters and Law- by Buddy King, brother of the were Earl Phelps and Billy Sam ship", was principal speaker. She
for
rence Peters, brothers of the bride, and David Wigginton, cou- Young.
gave the history of the club
A reception was held after the the past 50 years and its partibride. Mrs. Otho Towery and sin of the bridegroom.
Mrs. Euclid Quertermous, or- ceremony . at the home of the cipation in the cultural ancf civic
Mrs. Richard Peters were in
PERFECTION ELECTRIC RANGES
ganist, and Mrs. Bobby Davis, bride's parents. Silver candelabra growth of the community. She
charge of the decorations.
The bride wore a suit of navy soloist, presented a program of were at each end of the lace told of the establishment of the
MODERN MAID GAS; Coal or Wood Ranges
blue with white accessories. Her wedding music. Mrs. Davis sang covered table which was centered library by the Gradatim Club and
corsage was of white carnations. "Tell Me Why", "If I Could Tell with a four tiered cake topped Book Lovers- club reed their conENTERPRISE & BLACK DIAMOND COOK STOVES
with a miniature bride and bride- tinued assistance through the
The maid of honor, Miss Vir- You" and "The Lord's Prayer."
was attired in
Lewis,
Hostesses were Miss Jac- years.
bride
in
who
was
The
groom.
given
Nell
ginia
Modern, efficient, dependable cooking at
a blue suit with gray accessories marriage by her father ware a queline Shoulders, of Princeton,
Mrs. Cooper Crider gave the
and a corsage of pink carnations. gown of imported white silk and and Mrs. Sam Goheen, of Fre- "Lamp of the Future" and anJunior Dunbar served the lace, fashioned with a fitted bod- donia.
nounced that a got of um from
For traveling Mrs. Wigginton the active and honorary members
ice', high neckline and long pointbridegroom as best man.
After a short wedding trip, the. ed sleeves over a full skirt. Her wore a white knit dress with gold had been given for the establishcouple returned home where the fingertip veil was of imported and brown accessories. He? cor- ment of a children's corner in
bridegroom is engaged in farm- embroidered illusion and she car- sage was of orchids.
the library.
After a wedding trip through
Ing. They will make their home ried a white Bible with white orMiss Mary Wilsop Eldred cona
the
vetCerulean.
Tennessee
chids.
bridegroom,
at
cluded the program with the
Mrs Earl Phelps, of McKenzie, eran of the Korean War, has re- "Lamp of Friendship".
Out of town gvests attending
the ceremony were Mr. and Mrs. Tennessee, was matron of honor ported to Fort Henning, Georgia,
The table was placed before a
Ed Drescher, of Clarksville, Ten- and Mrs. Donald Garnett, of Mrs. Wigginton, a graduate of background of magnolia leaves
nesseef; and Sgt. and Mrs. Ed Har- Frankfort, was the bridesmaid. Bethel College, is a teacher in and white carnations in tall vases
They wore blue gowns designed the county and will remain in covered with gold foil. It was
ris and son, of Sturgis.
with a fitted bodice, portrait Fredonia until the school term is covered with a green damask
neckline, gathered skirt, and a completed.
cloth encircled with a wide gold
ribbon band and was decorated
with three brass car.dlesticks
holding white candles with golden filigree design and a golden
ALWAYC FIRST 00AtI1 ,__
book with the words "Gradatim
Club 1902-1952". White carnations and green fern completed
the decorations. The accessories
carried out the club colors of
...
SHEET
Sell Your Dark Fired And
green and white and the gold of
DRASTICALLY REDUCED
the anniversary.
Burley Tobacco On -Mrs. William S. Rice ar.d Miss
1VOMEN'S
'",i'
Mary Wilson Eldred, in whose
ONLY
families Gradatim membership
has been a tradition, presided at
the table during the hour of tee.
Won or Wool
Hopkin_sville, Kentucky
All To Go For Only
BOVs
Mrs. Hewlett Morgan
1

PENNEY'S

TOMORROW! HURRY! SAVE!

DOLLAR DAY!
BLANKETS

‘

SWEATERS

.
.,

T-SHIRTS

SLIPS
ONLY

11E00

ONLY

NYLON
HOSE
670

,,,,,LEN.s
SHORTIE COATS
7.00

Unbelievable, But True
ONLY

JR. BOYS'

UNION
SUITS

2 for 3.00

NOW
ONLY

HUGE SIZE

NEW SPRING

FLOUR

SHADES

NOW
ONLY

PLASTIC
UPHOLSTERY
ONNoLvfy

1.00 yd.

WHAT A FWD

CHAMBRAY
All New Spring

WAFFLE
PIQUE

Colors

ASSTD. COLORS

48" WIDTH

NEW SPRING SHADES

CORDUROY

BOY'S
LONG-SLEEVE

Now only 87c

1.00 yd.
s

WOMEN'S

RAYON
GOWNS
Only 1.00

44c yd.

DRAPERY
MATERIAL
LOpWileLROW

•

and other Whitman's Assortments
attractively wrapped
for Valentine's Day

WOMEN'S
FULL LENGTH

\

COATS
NEW SPRING
STYLE AND COLORS
' ONLY

WOMEN'S

FELT

HOUSE
SLIPPERS
Only 1.00
MEN'S

FLANNEL
T-SHIRTS
SHIRTS
Only 66c
2 for 3.00
• 3 BIG DAYS — FRIDAY, SATURDAY, and MONDAY

12.88 .

$1.10
BLACK PEPPER, pure, /
2 lb. can
1
$6.39
LARD, 50 lb. can
LARD, bulk, lb.
15c
25c
BACON, sugar cured, pieces, lb.
15c
JOWLS, sugar cured, lb.
17c
JOWLS,sugar cured, sliced, lb.
BACON, choice sliced, lb.
33c
79c
CHEESE FOOD, Swift's, 2 lb. box
SODA CRACKERS, 1 lb. box
25c
COFFEE, Maxwell House, 1 lb. tin
89c
COFFEE, Chase & Sanborn, 1 lb. tin
85c
SALAD DRESSING, Red Rose pt
25t
1 - 25c French Dressing FREE with each pint of
Red Rose Salad Dressing
OLEO,King Nut Brand, lb
, KRAFT'S DINNER,3 lbs.
KRAFT'S CHEESE SPREAD, 2 jars
SWIFTNING, 3 lb. can
COAL BUCKETS, heavy No. 17 size, ea.
POTATOES, Cobblers, 10 lbs.
All Our Merchandise Priced
Extremely Low

QUINN'S GROCERY

SUN. & MON., JAN. 27-28
A,

Doris

Inr1

sa,y4

Danny

homas

The Glorious Story of
Songdom's Great
Gus Kahn!

Leader Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Earl
Hawkins, 314 Akers, on the birth
of a son, William Edmund, January 8.
Mr. and Mrs. William Burnett
Green, Route 1, on the birth of a
son. Ira Burnett, January 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Carol Henderson,
Eddyville, on the birth of a son.
Arthur Stephens, January 11.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Randolph
Dunning, Route 1, on the birth
of twin daughters, Sharon Faye
and Karen Kaye, January 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Linzie Leroy
Driver, Fredonia, on the birth of
a daugnter, Pearl Ann Gean
Driver, January 11.

I••00

36" WIDTH

3 for 1.00 Only 77c yd. 2 yds. 1.00
$4" WIDTH

Jpecial Heart Boxes
•

WORK
SHIRTS

1•50

GABARDINE

•••
•

MEN'S
BLUE CHAMBR.11

FLANNEL
PAJAMAS

NEW LOW PRICE

8.00
51 GAUGE
15 DENIER

LOOK! READ AND HURRY
DOWN TO PENNEY'S FOR
THIS SENSATIONAL BARGAIN

MEN'S

SQUARES

Mrs. Hewlett Morgan entertained with a dessert bridge Tuesday
afternoon, January 22, at her
home on Hopkinsville street.
Prizes were given to Mrs. Mary
Mason, Mrs. Willard Moore, Mrs.
Billy Giannini and Mrs. C. H.
Jaggers.
▪ Mrs. FredOthers present were
erick Stallins, Mrs. Jim Shrewsbury, Mrs. Rumsey Taylor, Jr.,
Mrs. Jimmie McCaslin, Mrs. Jeby
Loftus, Mrs. Billy McConnell,
Mrs. Billy McElroy, Mrs. Hillery
Barnett, Mrs. Edward Pitke, Mrs.
John Hutcheson, Jr., Mrs. James
Landes, Mrs. Eugene Williamson,
Mrs. Ralph Randolph, Mrs. Stanley Sharp,Mrs..James W. Walker
and Mrs. Maurice Humphrey.
The hostess was assisted by her
daughter, Miss Glenda Morgan.

CORDUROY
COATS

LADIES'
LACE TRIMMED

NEW LOW PRICE

2 for 1.00

Gives Dessert Bridge

I -°'Si

3.00

MEN'S

McCONNELL'S LOOSE FLOOR

1.00

ONLY

OF MEN'S ALL
WOOL SWEATERS

NOW
ONLY

2 for 3.00
FLANNEL
SHIRTS

3.00
CLOSE
OUT

SATURDAY, JAN. 26th

The Rev. J. R. Puckett,
new pastor of the Midway Baptist Church, extends a cordial invitation
to all members of the
church to attend all of
the services, especially
this Sunday as it will be
a get acquainted Sunday.
the services are as follows: Sunday School at
10 a. m., Worship at 11
a. m., Training Union at
6 p. m., Evening Worship at 7 p. m., Prayer
Meeting each Wednesday night at 7 p. m.

FRANK LOVEJOY*PATRICE WYMO
ADDED TOM & JERRY CARTOON — NEW sREIL

, TUES. & WED.
RED-HOT MUSICAL!
The tewilmni sa hollyweeire Flown
isighail• Terse — nib SUNSET STeS1

THUR. & FR
Jan. 31 - Feb.

do , Janu

24, 1952

THE PRINCETON LEADER. PRINCETON. KENTUCKY

r Sound Insurance
4.

Consult- --

The C. A. WOODALL '4t
INSURANCE AGENCY
one 2441

Princeton, Ky.

ON - NEW

• 26th

A,

NOW'S THE TIME... 171
RE-LIGHT WITH DECORATIVE

NCE IN
N. 27-28

anny

ma
/

granddaughters. Bearers
grandsons and nephews,

Dan Abner Smiley

Mrs. John W. Todd

Funeral services for Dan Abner Smiley, 77, were conducted
at 2 p. m. Thursday at Cross
Roads Church by the Rev. George
W. Filer. Burial took place in
Cross Roads cemetery.
Mr. Smiley is survived by a
daughter, Mrs. Ovid Hart, and
two sons, Riley and Gordon.

Mrs. Nancy Tackwell
Funeral services for Mrs. Nancy Louise Tack well, 93, of
Flatrock community, were conducted Monday, January 14, at
the Flatrock Cuniberland Presbyterian Church by the Rev. Ray
Wigginton, assisted by Rev. Ed
Glover, Burial was in Piney Fork
Cemetery. .
Mrs. Tackwell is survived by
two sons, Virgil, of the Flatrock
community," and Ernest, of Detroit.

Robert Lee Morse

AS

ee

Deaths & Funerals

Why wait. *then beautifully designed. I.
expensive MOE LIGHTS will add new
brightness and charm to YOAY ASen MOM.
Your lotchen will be more cheerful, diming room more delightful. every room will
wear. neetiook with MOE LIGHTS. S4O
the wide variety of Moe Lights at our
HOME LIGHTING CENTER today.
Ranch, Colonial, Modern and many other
styles to choose from. pro.ed antaainglg
low and so CASY to install.

kitchen
omit ...only
Foe

"As Advertrsed in Satnrdav Frening pest,
Better Homes and Gardens and Howse Beaktiful."

SO EASY TO RE-LIGHT WITH

1 VINYL • PLASTIC
THE. VERVITILt MATERIAL
OF A Irl•!OUSAND USES

Funeral services for Robert
Lee Morse, 84, Dalton Route 1,
were conducted at 2 p. m. Friday
at Hall Church by the Rev. Carol
Yarbrough. Burial was in Hall
emetery.
•
Mr. Morse, Caldwell county
far
, is survived by his wife,
the fo
r Aman a Talley; two
sons, Luther
area and Robert
Morse; a brother, John Morse,
and a sister, Mrs. Sallie Blackburn, of Dalton.
Funeral arrangements were
under the direction of the Morgan. Funeral Home.

Mrs. Susan Paris
Funeral services for Mrs. Susan Ellen Paris, 82, of Hopkinsvilla, were conducted at 2 p. m.
Thursday at the Turner and
Franklin Funeral Home, Marion,
Kentucky, by the Rev. Beaty.
Mrs. Paris, who had been ill
for many years, died in a Hopkinsville convalescent
h o m e.
She is survived by sons, B. L.
Paris, Princeton; G. D. Paris,
Henderson, G. L. Paris, Memphis,
Tennessee, and a daughter, Mrs.
W. B. Simmons, LaGrange, Illinois.
Nephews served as bearers.

W. C. Baker

were

Funeral services for Jean Curtis Obsorne Todd who died In San
Antonio, Texas, Sept. 10, 1981,
were conducted Tuesday, January 22, 1952, at the Osborne-Garrett mausoleum in C edar Hill
cemetery.
Mrs. Todd was the daughter of
the. late ,Governor John E. Osborne, of Wyoming, and Selina
Smith Osborne, nf Princeton, and
a niece of the late Mrs. Robert
D. Garrett and Shell R. Smith of
Princeton.
She is survived by her husband,
John W. Todd, of San Antonio,
Texas; first cousins, Mrs. M. M.
°lender, Sylvania, Ohio; Mrs. D.
Blair Burleigh, Birmingham,
Mich.; Mrs. Glen Spahn, Ottawa,
Canada; Mrs. Godfrey Childress,
Valhalla, N. Y., James U. Smith,
and S. Russell Smith, both of
Louisville, and (Miss Katharine
Garrett, Princeton.

NESTLES
CHOCOLATE BITS
SEMI-SWEET

6-oz. bag

"DEACON DUBBS"
Friday, Jan. 25

M&M
CANDY
CHOCOLATES

7-oz. bag

N - NEWS
tGO

UR. &
31
-0:-/fe

WASHABLE
WATERPROOF
STURDY
CLEANLINESS
PROTECTION
GREASE RESISTANT
GAY COLORS

25c

HEINZ

14-oz. bottle

Every pork loin roast at
AP is not only cut from a
tender, young corn-fed porker, but cut to include some of
the choice center meat. That
means better eating for your
family, better value for your
money.

. 28c

HEINZ

COOKED
SPAGHETTI
15/
1
2-oz. can .
15c
HEINZ

BAKED BEANS
16-oz. can

..

16c

U. S. CHOICE BEEF
ROUND OR
S SIRLOIN

STEAK

HEINZ

lb. 99c

BLADE CUT

PICKLES

CHUCK ROAST ---lb. 69c

FRESH CUCUMBER
SLICES

ANY CUT

16-oz. jar

SLAB BACON - --lb. 39c

Customers' Corner

L1FEBUOY
SOAP
REGULAR SIZE

25c
SWAN
SOAP
REG. SIZE

Bar

8c
CAMAY
SOAP
REGULAR SIZE

3 bars

COOKED (SUPER RIGHT)

HAMS,shank portion lb. 57c

VALIJE--anywas?
Flat is
bun.
seen tbe wordof what
'You've probably
stop to think mones's
Ever
times.
areas of
Getting your
Just this:
at means?
orth!
really
w
that value few
we see .to it
a
At ALP
soniething-not just on
our
in
veli
means
everything. we
serving
iterns-but on
adds up to •. and
that
think
satisfaction .
stover. We
.. greater Don't you sgree!
you better •good
sen.e.
plain
just

PURE PORK (BAG OR BULK)

SAUSAGE

lb. 37c

ANY CUT

RELATIONS DEPT.
CUSTOMER
Stores
A&1P Food
Me.
420 Lexington N. Y.
17,
York
New

SALT BELLIES ---- lb. 25c
&G
WHITING
lb. 19c
II

(OCEAN FISH)

25c
IVORY

FLAKES
Lg. pkg.
CLAPPS
BABY FOOD
STRAINED

41
/
2-oz. jar

. 10c

CHOPPED

6/
1
2-oz. jar

15c

FARM BRAND

GOLDEN
CREAM STYLES

A & P CORN
SARDINES
8 O'CLOCK COFFEE
DILL PICKLES WHOLE
MACARONI DINNER
A & P PEAS

EATWELL
NATURAL

APPLE
BUTTER

5 OZ.
TIN

I-LB. BAG 77c

9-oz. jar

10c

Lg. pkg
Giant pkg.

29c
59c

SILVERDUST
Lg. pkg

30c

Giant pkg.

59c

LUX

SOAP

10c
$2.25
25c
25c
21c

3
BAG

PARTY PAK

SURF
DETERGENT

PRE- INVENTORY

39c

Lb.

TOMATO
KETCHUP

FORD

ICE

Pork Loin
Ito9?

DEVILS FOOD
CAKE MIX
14-oz. pkg. . . 29c

PLAY

Funeral services for W. C. Baker, 80, a former resident of
Princeton, Route 2, who died Sun7:30 P. M.
day at the Caldwell County War
At
The
Lewistown School
Memorial Hospital after a long
Cast Of Local Talent
illness, were conducted at 2 p. m.
Tuesday, January 22, at the Mor- Benefit of Lewistown Christian
Church
gan Funeral Home by the Rev.
CHILDREN 23e
George W. Filer. Burial was in ADULTS 40c
Lance Nichols Cemetery.
•Mr. Baker, who was a farmer
in Caldwell county for several
years, had been living at the
homes of two daughters,. Mrs.
Clint Baker, Diwson.Springs, and
Mrs. Rex McChesney. Bowling
Green, for the last 'several. years
Besides the two daughters, he
is survived by six other daughters, Mrs. D. W. Miller, Dawson
Springs; Mrs. Hyland Glass, Peakin, Ill.; Mrs. James Oates, Frankfort: Mrs. Sullivan Coleman, Mrs.
UNLIMITEDY
Ruby Hardin and Mrs. Lois Howton, all of Detroit; three sons, Wyin the new'52
lie Baker, Detroit;. Dewey Baker,
Gary, Ind„ and Garnett Baker,
Chicago; a brother, John Baker,'
Liberty, and 27 grandchildren and
Coming NEXT WEEK
15 great grandchildren.
at.your Ford Dealork
Flower girls were nieces and

A&P's TENDER, TOP•GRADE

DROMEDARY

Charles M. Oates
Funeral services for Charles M.
Oates, 78, who died Tuesday,
January 15, at his home near
Princeton, were conducted Wednesday, January 16, at the Morgan Funeral Home by the Rev.
Floyd A. Loperfido. Burial was in
O'Hara cemetery near Cedar
Bluff.
Mr. Oates, a son of the late
William and Judie Oates, was
born in Hopkins county. He
graduated from the. University of
Kentucky at Lexington where he
was a classmate of the late Gov.
Ruby Lafoon and Ward Headley,
of Madisonville.
He was a teacher at Madisonville High School for 10 years
and for 15 years served as city
judge of Nortonville. He did carpentry work in later years.
Mr. Oates was married twice.
The fist marriage was to Miss
Whitfield, of. Nortonville. They
had two children, Raymond and
Mrs. Loyd Finley, both of Nortonville. After the death of his
first wife, Mr. Oates married Miss
Ada Durham, who survives.

. . . . 24c

You Get a Fair Share of Center Meat When You Buy

QT.
JAR

KRAFTS

2 7 OZ
PlICA

FANCY (GRADE A)

KETCHUP, Ann Page, 14-oz. bot. 19c FRUIT COCKTAIL, A & P Grade A
No. 21
/
2 can
39c
PENNANT SYRUP, Blue Label
11
/
2 lb. bot.
20c PRESERVES; Ann Page Plum, Peach Pineapple, 1-1b. jar
25c
OCTAGON GRANULATED SOAP
lg. pkg
30c SALAD DRESSING, Rajah, qt. jar 39c

BATH SIZE

woo

2 bars

COATS
Top Coats
Sport Coats
Corduroy

SUITS
JACKETS
irs EASY
Brestlal Esse.
WNW
Make Ems Make
Pool Mahn
Law Skim
Limp %sin
Patiery 1•414•4
TAW Weis
TONI Moe
Ille•Inal WM.

row. Saws
Mom Teener*
Nettywose Mil
UN TOW

TO USE ON...
Met No
IIIII“ %Wei
Wel fwalles,
MOOSO14144
'MOM 14•1100
•1
Oar WAS Mem
an* 10411"
far. MOW
Dorber Oboe
knollon
Teal OM Ilholftill

Avis %Wow
As% hook
INA Ilsolises
Iles misitais
1Itylase labrient
Thrift Sub
illislInin IWO.
WWI,Mai

gnomes

Issplis Ilinliono
ereit Woo
Illissoln

mew *of Ihmolkei
1..usg• Sevire

MU Soft*
Ilembes

20% off
25% off
$16.50 -- '12.50

20% off

Corduroy Sport
$12.50-$ 9.00
Fur Collared
$13.75-$11.75
Leather
$13.75-$ 9.00
Fleeced Lined Work
$4.75

25c

SWEETHEART
SOAP

FLORIDA

JELLY ROLL
each 29c

ORANGES, 8 lb. bag - 39c

2 bars

17c

CLOROX

BREAKFAST ROLLS, Cinn., ea. 25c
LAYER CAKE, Caramel White
1
2" size
6/
49c
SPANISH BAR CAKE, ea.

. . 39c

COFFEE CAKE, Pineapple, ea. 25c

BLEACH
. . 17c

BROWN'N SERVE ROLLS, plain
pkg.
18c

/
1
2 gallon bottle . .29c
1-gallon bottle . . 49c

POTATO CHRS (5/
1
2-oz. bag 30c)
1-113. box
63c

Quart bottle

MILD

All Flannel
$6.25
Odd Lot White
$2.95
Lot Gabardine
$3.75
All Sweaters Reduced
One Lot $8.50 - $3.50

JUICY

REGULAR SIZE

IVORY
SOAP t
LARGE
2 BARS

27c
MEDIUM

Bar
Dawson Road

NEW! DELICIOUS JANE PARKER

. 8c

CHEDDAR CHEESE
lb. 49c

ORANGES, Florida, med. size, 2 dor. ... 4Se
APPLES, Winesap All Purpose
5 lb. pliollInt bag .

. 55c

APPLES, Stayman, 2 lbs.
GRAPEFRUIT, Marsh Seedless, 8

25c
lb.

bag

GRAPEFRUIT, Duncan (bulk) 3 for

49e
2.5c

. POTATOES. U. S. No. I White, 10 lb. bag 85c
POTATOES, Maine Winter Keepers,
58 lb. bag

21.99

PRUNES, A & P Large Size, 2 lb. box

. 45€

ENGLISH WALNUTS, med. sine
1-1b. cello bag

45c

HONEY, Sioux Bee Pure, 5 lb. Jar

fr9c

ORANGE CONCENTRATE
!FLORIDA GOLD FROZEN
2 cans 29e
•cans 8.5c
Dosen Cans - $1.89

BUTTER, Wildatere, fresh country. roll 115c
COTTAGE CHEESE, 1-111. etn.

22c

Phone 3766

...04 iv wawa*

wite.we

^,emor

THE PRINCETON

At The Churches

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Services:
Church School at 9:45 a. in.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. in.
CYF meets at 6:00 p. m. each

ru Will Choose
Man for India

DER, PRINCETON KENTUCKY

News From The Past

August 14, 1923. Rev. B. A.
July 31, 1925. Fredonia. Mrs.
Hodges, of Waehatchie, Texas,
Aline Akin, of Princeton, and
enroute from Ohio, will spend
Mrs. J. S. Williams, of Paducah,
weekend in the cily as the
were the guests of Mrs. J. E. Hill- the
guest of his brother-in-law, Mr.
yard last week.
Robert Morgan.
• • •
• • •
Sunday.
PatHomer
7:30.
Mr.
at
1925.
31,
Worship
Evening
. July
18, 1925. Miss Birch
August
Choir Rehearsal each Wednes- tersoL, wife and baby boy, took Cummirsi left yesterday
for
the seven o'clock I. C. train for Louisville and Cincinnati where
day at 7:00 p. m.
present
be
to
Kuttawa Springs
she will select the latest styles
CENTRAL PitESBYTERIAN
Sunday at the camp meeting in fall and winter millinery for
other
each
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
greet
where mar.y will
the Cummins Co. More.,
SUNDAY
for the first time in many months.
• • •
School
Sunday
a.m.
•
•
•
9:45
August 18, 1925. Misses Sula
10:55 a. m., Morning Service
August 4, 1925. Miss Atha Stal- and Eliza Nall left Sunday afterlings, of Lewistown, Kentucky, noon for St. Louis, where they
6:00 p. in. Youth Meeting
has been employed as a primary will buy an up-to-date stock of
700 p. in. Worship Service
teacher for the Fredonia graded goods for their new store to be
WEDNESDAY
school. The other members of the opened in the Lisar.by building.
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service
• • •
faculty are Prof. and Mrs. D. C.
Spickard, Miss Carrie Ross and
August 18, 1925. Mr. and Mrs.
METHODIST
OGDEN
Miss Dorothy Deer..
John McLin returned last week
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
• • •
from a ten days' pleasant trip
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
August 1, 1925. Buddie Loftus through Tennessee, North a n d
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock is recovering from an operation South Carolina and Georgia.
Methodist Youth Fellowship, for tonsillitis and adenoids performed by Dr. I, Z. Batter with sAugust 21, 1925. The county
6 o'clock
Wadlington and Frank Bassett. boys selected as representatives
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
• • •
of this county's club boys and
7
Service,
Wednesday Evening
August 7, 1925. A revival ser- Smith Hughis boys are Virgil
Wedup
o'clock
broken
vice is reported
Murphy, Pollard Oldham, 011ie
nesday night at Hall in the Price, Malcolm Dursi, Ralph
FIRST BAPTIST
northern section of this cour.ty Lynn, Justice Pidcock, Luther
when eleven robed and masked Hayes, Jr., and Paul Dorroh.
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
Ku Klux entered the church and
• • •
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
presented the evangelist, Abe
10:50 a. in. Morning Service
1925. Dr. C. H.
28,
August
Rich, with ten dollars and a five
6:15 p.m. Training Union
Brockmeyer and son, Charles,
is
This
fee.
as
organ
gift
dollar
Worship
Evening
7:30 p. m.
the Ku are in Louisville this week.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday, the first demonstration of
cour.ty since
in
this
Klan
Klux
7:30 p.
July of last year.
• August 28, 1925. Stanley Sharp,
a clever young bottler at the P.
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
• • •
PRINCETON
August 7, 1925. Mr. and Mrs. G. Bottling Works, received a
CHURCH Or THE IMMACU- Boyce Cunningham, of Saguia, severed artery in his right hand
LATE CONCEPTION, EARL- Oklahoma, are here on a visit to by the bursting of a pop bottle
Rev. and Mrs. J. T. Cunningham. last Saturday afternoon.
INGTON
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Writing in the current issue of
Mass at 8 o'clock.
magazir.e "Understanding the
the
Sundays,
Second and fourth
Child," she says: "During these
Mass at 10:00 o'clock.
age levels, t he child discovers
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
that it is wise to take turns when
there is not enough to go around.
OUTWO015 VETERAN'S HOS(By David Taylor Marke)
The child soon learns that it is a
PITAL CHAPEL
First, third and fifth Sundays,
If you've ever watched a group happier situation when his diffiMass at 10:30 o'clock.
of two- or three-year-olds at culties can be settled by talking.
Second and fourth Sundays, play, the main theme seems to Instead of snatching, pulling,
to express
Mass at 8 o'clock.
be: "Every man for himself!" In slappir.g, he is taught
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
such a group, several toys of one his feelings in words. He learns
Rev. William Borntraeger is type need to be provided so that that other children do not like to
pastor and the Rev. Richard snatching from each other ar.d be kicked or hit. He comes to
feelings
Clements is assistant pastor.
the pulling of each other's hair realize that others have
may be prevented. Children of similar to his own."
FAIRVIEW bAPTIST
In learnir.g to share, the child
these age groups, say child ex(Roy Francis, Jr., pastor)
perts, cannot distinguish between discovers that the person w h o
Sunday
every
Sunday School
the animate and the inanimate. gets a toy first has the first right
afternoon at 2:10.
One child will pound another to it. But then, immediately foland
Preaching every second
over the head with a sar.d shovel lowing that, he learns that-if-.he
at
fourth Sunday afternoons
and then be greatly surprised to gets a toy first, he cannot keep
2:30.
see the other child cry.
it continually. Some children are
Prayer meeting every Saturtoo willing to share, in that they
on
they
levels,
these
Or,
age
da at 7:30 p.
explain, a child might throw a give up their toys too easily, bepet puppy dog over the porch cause they cannot stand up for
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
railing. He never realizes that their owr.. rights. These child..en
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett, pastor
Radio Service. Sunday at 7:30 the puppy will be hurt. The child must be helped to gain courage
needs activity, and he seizes the and self-confidence so that they
a. in.
first opportunity to secure it. Up will share only at the appropriate
Sunday School-9:45 a. m.
to three years of age the child and desirable times.
Morning Worship 11 a. m.
is usually individualistic. He lacks
Training Union-6 p. m.
Gradually the child learns he
social consciousness. It is only can obtain better results by havEvening Worship-7 p. m.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday, gradually that he grows into the ing other children work with him. I
idea and actions of "brotherly A child anxious to finish a toy
7 p. in.
love".
house he is building in the allotHOLINF-SS
PENTICOSTAL
Accordir.g to Dr. Katherine ted time may find himself ur.pastor
Rev. W. E. Cunningham,
Berle Stains of Lesley College, able to do so. Then, when an
Sunday. School 9:45 a.m.
Cambridge, Mass., ideas and ac- adult suggests that som.,one else
a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00
tions necessary for successful so- be permitted to help with the
6:00
Young People's Service
cial living develop at different roof of the house, the child ac0.m.
times and in various ways, but cepts the cooperation that will
Evangelistic Service 7 p. m.
the child should be expected to make his plans successful. In that
prayer begin to
Wednesday evening
show results alcng this way he begins to learn the valservice 7:00 p.m.
line somewhere between four and ues of cooperative enterprise and
he begins to recognize the need
five years of age.
BLUE SPRING BAPTIST
interdeper,denc,
for
P-astor_
Cunningham,
Wade
- -Rev.
RAPTIsT
The next thing a child mu St
Services every Sunday, 11:00
Rev. W. B. Watts, Pastor
is to be a good listener. The
a. m. and 7:00 p. m.
Services every Sunday. 11:00 learn
five-year-old is a loquacious tyke.
Sunday School every Sunday at
Sunday School 9:45 a. in.
He feels his desire to talk should
10:00 a. m.
a in. and 7:30 p. m.
have preference. Yet, if children
Pr ayer service, Wednesday
Training Union 6:30 p. m.
around them interesting
7:00 p. m. '
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m. have
adults who converse with them
Services each Saturday before
they soon learn to appreciate the
FREDONI% CUMBERLAND
second Sunday, 2:30 p. m.
contributions of others.
PRESBYTERIAN
CUMBERLAND
Rev. Ray Wigginton, Pastor
These elementary Social inns
PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
of "brotherly love", says Dr.
Youth Fellowship, 6:15 p. in.
Rev. Earl Phelps, Pastor
Starr's, are developed not by
Sunday School, 9:45 a. in.
Preaching each first and third
words but by many experiences,
Morning Worship, 11 a. in.
Sunday, 11:00 a. in.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. in. planned a n d guided by adults
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
who understand children of these
Prayer meeting every Wednes- FREDONIA FIRST
levels. Learning the needs
age
N
day at 7:45 p. in.. followed by PRESBYTERIA
and wants of oth-irs will come
Sunday School 10:00 a. In.
choir rehearsal.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. in. later. Acting for the remote good
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
of others will come later HowCHURCH OF CHRIST
[Rev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
ever, the foundations car, be laid
202 West Locust Street
Services every second Sattnday
Lige Cook, Minister
before six years o! age by knownight, at 7:30 pin., and Sunday
Bible study Sunday, 10:00 a.m. ing just how much the child can
at 11 a. m.
Preaching and communion each
understand and use. Forcing
Sunday School at 10 a.m, and
Sunday, 11:00 a in
services on fourth Sunday at 11
adult patterns on childrer. beEvening service 7:00 p. in.
a m. and 7:30 p. m.
fore they are ready often
Bible study Wed. 7:00 p. m.
bring about results opposite to
DONALDSON BAPTIST
EDDY CREEK BAPTIST
those desired. Holding a child up
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
are too high
Sunday School, 10 a. m.
Preaching each first and third to standards that
puts a great strain on
Morning Worship, 11 a. in.
Sunday, 11:00 a.m. and 7:15 p.m. for him
The child car.. grow in
Evening Worship, 7:45 p. in.
Sunday School every Sunday him.
"brotherly love" just as he grows
(Second-Fourth Surxlays)
10:00 a. m.
height and weight, if. he is
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m.
Prayer meeting each Wednes- in
given the proper "nourishment."
day preceding first and third SunFREDONIA PENTECOSTAL
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Something fascinating
about a street scene!
Whether in Centreville or
far off Algiers, we like to see
people . . . to wonder who
they are ... where they are
going . . . what they are
thinking.
Why are people so important, so much more important than anything else on
earth?
It is because our Christian religion has
taught us that each man is a son of God.
a human soul with the spark of the
Divine.
In lands where our religion is denied,
people are not important. Life is a plentiful commodity.
Makes you think, doesn't it? Points
you to the Church—where man comes
to understand himself by understanding
God.

lee to know who rests it,
do teak •00 bin% 'orb° repits? Yon MI the answer
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CRESWELL BAPTIST
Rev. Herbert Lewis, Pastor
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
WHITE SULPHUR
Preaching every Sunday, 11:00
Rev. Herbert N. Lewis, Minister
a. in.
Sunday School-10:00 a. m.
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:15
Ed Young, Supt.
'
p. in.
Morning Service-11:00 a. m.
Training Union-6:30 p. in.
GENERAL BAPTIST
Everett Hogan, Director
Rev. Carroll Yarbrough, Peeler
Sunday School every Sunday,
Evening Service-7:30 p. in.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday- 9:45 a. in.
Worship Service every Sunday,
7:00 n m.
Attend the church where you 11:00 a. in. and 7: p. m.
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:30
will receive a cordial welcome.
P. in.
SECOND BAPTIST
MT. opyrr GENERAL
Rev. H. D. Knight, pastor
BAPTIST
Sunday School 9:45 a. in.
Rev. C. A. Travis, Pastor
Morning worship 11 a. in.
Regular services every fourth
Training 'Onion I p.
Sunday School 10:00 a. in. evEvening worship 7 p.
ery Sunday.
Weallanday Melte 7 a. al.
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FOR ALL ..
ALL FOn THE
The Church is
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Kitchens must be phi

ATTEND CHURCH SUNDAY
This Series of Ads is Being Published Each W eek in The Princeton Leader As A Public
Service By The Following Business Establishments:
McConnell Electric Co.
1415 W MARKET

DIAL 2091

Wadlington Service Sta.

Mitchell Bros. Plumbing

Princeton Tire &

STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
Dial 2301
Princeton, Ky.

& Heating Company

Recapping Co.

Princeton, Ky.

Complete Tire Service
Guaranteed Recapping and
Vulcanising
PHONE 3519 211 N. HARRISON

Cedar Bluff Stone Co., Inc.
PRINCETON, KY.
B. N. Lusby
132 E. MAIN

Citizens Ice Company

DIAL 3141

PRILCO APPLIANCES
Phone 3707

Gardner White

--

Princeton, Ky.

PHONE 2001-2042

Kentucky Utilities Co.
PRINCETON, KY.

Coleman & Son
General Riaeksmithing & Welding
HI Washington - Princeton, Hy.

DIAL 3075

These Mil

PRINCETON, KY.

Bodenhamer Cleaners
204 R. MAIN

DIAL 3711

c..4evens Chevrolet Co
SALES & SERVICE
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Wrong ball: Playing a stroke He now gets penalised a 'stroke U. S. PINNIES SCARCE
New York —(AP)— There was
with any Wrong ball except in and distance whoa he hits outipfa hazard entails loss of a hole in bounds. Formerly aV he lust was a scarcity of pennies in. the United
States in 1961 despite a double
match play and two strokes in distance.
In ease you're wondering ,about shift in' operations by the Bureau
stroke' olay.
Dropping ball improperly en- adjustable clubs,' they are out- Of the Mint to meet demand. This
lawed. This has been in the rules caused rationing of pennies, as
a one-stroke penalty.
tails
Harold K. Milks)
moved by oppo- for some time but will" the ad- well as nickels and quarters, by
rest
at
Ball
hi — India, too, has a
nent, his caddie or any equip- vent of so roany different ad-. the Federal Reserve Bank of New
I election this year.
penalty stroke for justable clubs, the role is worth York. In contrast, Great Britaitis
means
ment,
C.
Oliver
By
Allcock
e near May 1, Its elecRoyal Mint wait trying to get rid
repeating.
the opponent.
(Soil Conservation Service) .
ge will ballot for ai
Under a heading "Movable of some of their oversize pennies
The district supervisors and.the
Out of bounds: Penalty into kindly 67-year-old
parts prohibited," the rule book by buying up and retiring one
Soil Conservation Service technicreased to stroke and distance. A
Prasad, this country's
says:
million dollars worth. There are
cians, working in cooperation
clearer interpretation would be
ince the republic was
"A club shall be one unit. All about two billion British pennies
with the supervisors, have enthis: On a lost or out-of-bounds
Jar.. 28, 1949.
its various parts shall be per- outstanding.
deavored to waist landowners deball, return nearest the spot from
India the presidential
ball and add manently fixed. No part may be
siring assistance in soil arid water
the
hit
you
where
less there are unexmovable or separable or capable
Polo Is the oldest game involvconeervation matters during the
one stroke. In other words, after
d unforeseen developing a stick and a ball. It is
shot you of adjustment by the player.
year.
tee
out-of-bounds
an
1 be an election in
.If there are any questions it is known to have flourished in anSome of the highlights of the
would be shooting 3. on your
suggested you write the USGA at cient Persia.
disttict activities are listed as
drive.
he Congress party ma40 East 38th .Street, New York,
Unplayable .ball: You have an 16, N. Y., for its
vote the choice of one
90 page bookThe district Purchased an eight
reoption here. You can either
hauls), Nehru, concurlet, "The Rules of 'Golf." It's 25
food tandem bush and bog disc, a
turn to the spot from where you cents a copy.
's prime minister and
crawler tractor with blade, and a
last hit and add a penalty stroke
of its administration
heavy bush and bog disc for use
or you can drop a ball 'behind the
The firet glimpse Columbus had
in conservation work.
unplayable lie and add two of the mainland in
NEHRU,
the western
A conservation program for the
strokes.
Nehru
May,
before
hemisphere was at Venezuela, He
boys and girls of the county was
under
ground
water,
Casual
what man he wants
mistook it for an island.
held at Butler High School.
Mrs. R. repair, hole made by burrowing
00-a-year presidential
Awards were presented to the TIME TO LEASE: Mr. Jackson, a puppy belongiug to
drop
and
lift
may
You
animal:
g the next five years.
The state of Delaware, first to
winners of the 1950 Soil Conser- Helguera of Los Angeles, decided it was time to evacuate when a
the ball without penalty.
ress high command
ratify the U. S. Constitution, revation Essay Contest by Julian landslide almost completely covered his own personal "dog house".
or
in
lie
ball
a
If
In hazard:
that choice, the party's
tains the whipping post as a punLittlepage and M. P. Brown, Jr., The landslide was caused by recent heavy rains in the area. CAP
touch casual water, ground un- ishment /or
y members will apcriminals.
presidents of the Princeton Ro- Wirephoto)
or
der repair, or a hole, cast
d instructions will go
tary Club and the Caldwell Coun- Conservation District Week in
runway made by a burrowing
gress electors to pick
ty Farm Bureau, sponsors of the Caldwell county. The county
animal you may lift and drop
hru names.
contest.
judge, William Pickering, in cothe ball without penalty as near
Prasad, unpretentious
Ann Riley of the Crider School
operation with the district superas possible to the spot where it
ofessor of English bewas named winner of the 19M visors, judges of other counties
lay, but not nearer the hole. OR,
ned Mahatma Gandhi
Caldwell County Soil Essay Conand Governor Lawrence Wetherunder penalty of one stroke, you
ared with
test in which 616 boys and girls by, proclaimed the week as Soil
may drop the ball outside the
wrote essays.
Conservation Week in Caldwell
hazard but not nearer the hole.
The Soil Cor.servation District county, Two pasture seeding demStymie rule abolished: When
news was published weekly in
(By Frank Eck)
onstrations on the farms o4 James
the ball nearer the hole lies on
the two local papers.
New York — If you haven't putting greer., it may be lifted,
Wyatt on the Cadiz Road. and
Soil Stewardship Sunday was
Maxwell Morgan on the Shady played golf yet this year be pre- if either player considers that
materrecognized. Informational
e Road were carried out. pared to know the new rules. it might interfere with or assist
ials were given to pastors of 32
You might meet a stickler for a player. (A coin may be used
churches so the pastors could
detail in one of those lop-sided to mark the spot, although this
emphasize the importance and reThe
strict supervisors enter- foursomes and things could be- is NOT covered in the rules.)
sponsibility of being good stewed a memorandum of understand- come mighty complicated.
Local rules: Under the new
ads of the soil among the meming with the Kentucky Division
Here are the rule changes USGA code the local rules must
bership of the churches.
of Forestry.
conform to the USGA policy.
I since last year:
July 22-29 was observed as Soil
Vernon. Burchett was appointed
Putter shaft may be fixed at This puts an added burden on
RA &ler Wig
club committees.
ter of education, youngest of the to succeed P. M. Sell as district any point in the head.
These, then, are the rule
three possible candidates at 62 supervisor by the State Soil ConNone of the 14 clubs permisyears. A great scholar of Arabic servation Committee.
sable in a golfer's bag may be changes as approved by The
RU-CO-BLOX
M. P. Brown, Jr., was elected borrowed from any other person United States Golf Association
and Persian, Azad wields great
the
of
treasurer
and
as
secretary
and The Royal ar.d Ancient Golf
influence throughout the Middle
playing on the course.
RUBY LUMBER CO.
Club of St. Andrews, Scotland.
East and as a Moslem president district governing body to succeed
the
in
colleges,
resources
natural
They were drafted during interof a predominantly Hindu coun- P. M. Sell.
Donald Roberts was elected as high schools, and grade schools of national conferences last spring
know who rents it,
try he could go far to support
Is, who buys, who reNehru's claim that India is a true director of the Kentucky Associ- the State of Kentucky. They es- and went into effect New Year's
melt find the answer
secular state. Only Nehru with ation of Soil Conservation Dis- pecially recommended that con- Day.
and easily in the
Except for the size of the ball
his unchallenged control of both tricts from the First Congression- servation courses be taught to
your
of
PAGES'
W
prospective teachers so they the r.ew rules eliminate all difthe national government and In- al District.
ne Directory. There's
The supervisors voted to rec- would be prepared to teach con- ferences previously existing bedia's dominant political party
ing guide like "Tbe
would dare choose as his presi- ommend that provision be made servation in the public schools in tween the USGA and British regulations. Both the U. S. and Britdential candidate a Moslem for teaching conservation of soil, the state.
They also recommended that ish balls can have a maximum
water, forest, wildlife and other
leader.
SCS technicians be permitted to weight of 1.620 ounces but they
assist landowners who do Lot differ in size. The U. S. ball is
have a conservation plan, but that not less than 1.880 inches in diaa complete conservation plan meter while the Britich ball has
based on land capability be en- a diameter of not less than 1.620
couraged. This has been done.
inches.
The district supervisors attendThe new rules seem complicated
ed a joint meeting of supervisors at first, but if you play a fair
of the First Congressional District game of golf you have nothing to
at the Soil Conservation Service worry about. It's the duffer, the
TESTED CONCRETE MASONRY
• guy with the big hook or slice,
Nursery at Paducah.
Pasture irrigation planning was who will find thirgs tough. It
started on five farms in the could add ten strokes to t h e
county.
score of a fellow who has trouA carload of supervisors and ble keeping his long shots straight.
farmers visited the Dixon Springs
Experiment Station, Dixor.
Springs, Illinois, to see an experiment on pasture irrigation.
The SCS technicians met with
the Butler Chapter of Future
Farmers of America, Princeton
Kiwanis Club, Caldwell County
ven in a new home, it's a woman's priviTeachers, classes of On The Farm
to re-arrange the furniture whenever she
Training Program and a group of
businessmen, farmers and reprefit. In the kitchen, however, this irresistisentatives of agricultural agenobjects.
force meets immovable
cies to discuss topics of soil and
water conservation.
itchens must be planned beforehand.
The district assisted 81 farm..
1ti the -establishment %I per4-tr-a
manent type consetvation pracou just can't move a kitchen sink around
tices on their farms. The district
tisfy a sudden whim. That usually goes
also gave assistance to these and
others in -all phases of cor.servathe range and refrigerator too. Yet many
Will you be able to set down a bag of groceries am
tion work such as planning good
ens are built without the careful planning
store the items in refrigerator or cabinets without trot
land use and how to establish
ting all arounil the kitchen?
simple conservation measures.
takea into consideration kitchen efficiency.
Open ditches were constructed
this year, totaling five and sixtenths miles in length.
There were 34 ponds cor.structed.
Land capability maps were
made on 6,350 acres.
Seventy-two farmers with 10,283 acres of land became district
co-operators during 1951.
The district supervisors have
received the co-operation of the
agricultural agencies, school officials, newspapers, farm organizations, civic clubs and others.
The Soil Conservation Service
furnished the following technical
assistance to the district during
the year: one full time work unit
conservationist, a part time soil
scientist and a part time engi16 different American stock automobiles—equipCHIMER SURPASSED ALL OTHERS
neer.
pad ea you buy them—were driven by Motor
The supervisors are glad that
WHEN MOTOR TREND TESTED Mit
Trend Magazine as hard as steel and rubber can
much progress in soil and water
be driven. In them actual road tests of efficiency
Will dishes move from range to dining table with
Does your plan consider the countless trips you
* Averag• Staking Distance in feet
conservation has been made. But
and performance. measured by the most accurate
plates,
stack
to
space
there
Is
motion?
lost
least
the
the job ahead is a big or.'.. It
e from refrigerator to sink, mud sink to range?
Inetruments obtalneble, Chrysler proved iteelf
* Ton Miles per Gallon
platters, bowls for easy serving? Will there be plenty
will call for the best efforts of
superior to all others. In 18 taste Chrysler was
ill a step or two soffits, or will you be scurrying
Seconds
in
Acceleration
Average
*
el eouveniciace outlets for your plug-in appliasess?
all the people, if the resources
find in 7—tied in 2, making•total oft out of HI
iles each day just to prepare mid cook • meal?
. and first in total points!
are conserved to make possible a
* ACCIAM01100 Over Standing 14 Mlle In Seconds
good standard of living and pro* Average Top Spited le WPM.
Only by taking an origins to the Wait of its potsavide security for the people of
dal, only by turning the corners at high speeds.
It mos 000f0 to hews year kitchen plumed bedorekeed, or to be..
* Maximum Reed Horsepower
this generation and future genapplying brakes for emergency "tope. torturing
ur present plans checked by esperieseed kitchen pkneers.
erations.
* Pounds per Road Horsepower
body. uprings and shock absorber.. can you learn
.
just what performance you can expect from the
Kentucky Utilities Company saaiatains•'Kitchen Planaing Sonnies
* Mardieurn Torque W Lbs.-Pt.
make of car you drive. The results of the Motor
help you with kitekso plasmaiag. This sarries le free. nese ear
* Atexlesues Broke Mean IffectIve Pressure
Trend taste were conclusive . . . as Chrysler,
Costumer
to
kitchen
your
od
plain
waled
rest office, or nod a
again, proved Itself the one east car Is America.
* First le Total Polon
'ee Department, Keatiseky Utilities Cenapaay, IS, West Maio Stem*.
The Motor Trend Award, like stsarroue Mho
linguae, Ky.
honors today's Chrysler bas woe, b both•proof
of and • tribute to Chrysler's meguilicsat FireYou can save mosey theisosh loafer plemsiog belese rasa WM or
Power engine and emetic anglnesting. Each digaYour
. you cos Sava aisoppoiorsart mod rogrot that ONIMIND host
onstrates why, among men and MOM who knew
Hoodquarfors
Ming without phininimg.
automobiles ... Chrysler is elasoys the Int Mobs.
British jells and the struggle for
freedom, will succeed himself depends or: Nehru's decision.
Some political observers believe
the prime minister will by-pass
President Prase() and choose another.
Here are the three names most
prominently mentioned:
Rajendra Prasad, food and
auiculture minister of the interim Indian government in 1945,
later president of the constituent
assembly, and4 the nation's first
president. It i generally thought
he was the -choice of Sardar Patel, former Indian deputy premier
and its top Congress politician,
rather than of Nehru himseH.
A LAWYER AND MOSLEM
Rajagopalachari,
Chakravarti
statesmar.
73-year-old elde r
whose association with Mahatma
Gandhi antedates that of Prasad
by at least a year. A former Madra.= lawyer, dhoti-wearing Rajagopalachari was India's last governor-general and became home
Minister at Patel's death in December, 1950, although Nehru
never raised him to the deputy
premiership Patel held. Rajagopalachari resigned from the Nehru government last autumn, or: a
plea of ill health, and his availability for the presidency—should
Nehru's choice fall on him — depends in great part on his recovery.
Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, Inminis-
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Soil Conservation
Supervisor Makes
Report For 1951

Allis -Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

New Rules In Golf
Give Penalty For
Those Wild Shots

/
MADISONVILLE. KY\

In the Grinding Tests that Won it
the Motor Trend Magazine Award,
Chrysler proved itself the Best
Engineered Car in America

H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

For

Ferguson Tractors
Mee UM
IllephlamIlle U.
Prlasetuo, Ky.

What is now known as the hot
The National Geographic Sodog was called a "dachshund sau- ciety says the sandwich has been
sage" before the turn of the cen- traced as fax back as the Rotury.
mans.

Fredonia News

Classified Ads

who have been stationed at Ceettp
Polk, La., left last week. for Germany.
DO YOU HAVE DOZIER WORK?
Harold Rogers, elate of '4$, ls
I have Caterpillar D-7 and 13-41 now stationed near Salzburg, Ausand Rome Disk. For clearing,
pond digging, and disking call
Basil Blaine, 4097, Princeton.
30-tic

tria, with the 102nd Troop
T
portatton Regiment.
Due to the epedemic of
co
about one hundred
students
absent.

FOR SALE: Porter paints for the
Miss Florence Parr and Miss Mrs. Ivan H. Benr.ett.
inside or oiatside of your house
Dorothy Pan, of Marion, were
Mr. and Mrs E. C. Harwood
or barn or other outbuildings.
Sunday afternoon guests of Miss and son, Charles
Lewis, all of
See Hodge Motor Sales & Impl.
Imogene Wiggintor..
Morganfield, were guests Sunday
Co., phone 2093, W. Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon McElroy afternoon of her mother, Mrs. T.
45-tfc
and son, Bruce Wayne, of Alton, L. Grubbs.
Ill., were the weekend guests of
"Blackie" Melton is visiting PIANOS: New and used, anher parents, Mr. and Mrs. Coy friends at Ft. Worth,
Texas, and
tiques. Used furniture. STIN- Card Of Thanks
Moore.
I take this way to thank each
Milan, Ill.
SON
PIANO CO., 113 N. 7th &
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Holland,
friend and neighbor for their evRoy
210
W.
Ashby
7th
Street,
Hoptinsv
has
returned
ille.
home
of neat' Bowling Green, spent
MARVIN STINSON, OWNER. ery consideration, help. and kindseveral days last week as guests from the Veterans Hospital in
ness shown me during the illness
Manor:,
Ill.,
after
23-tic
undergoing
of her mother, Mrs. Johr.. Baker.
and death of my beloved husband.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Moore surgery these.
I thank each church and each
The Ladies Aid of the Cumber- WANTED TO BUY: Dogwood
and daughter, Pamelia, of EvansTimber of 20, 40, 60 inch friend who sent flowers. Also
ville, spent the weekend with his land Presbyterian church met
the Morgan Bros., those who did
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Thursday night with Mrs T.. R. lengths. Diameter 5 inches and the lovely singing and
the Rev.
up.
*tag
hays
inches
24'a
of
Akridge
and
Mrs.
C.
T.
Henson
Moore.
121 Dawson Rood
Floyd Loperfido. May the Lord
white
,yiood
defeciiteteiten
a
as
co-hostesses
New
.
officers
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Van Pelt and
so comfort and help each of you
b,eart
tive
and
the
18
boil.
elected
for
the
coming
year were,
Mr. Jeff Clement, all of Marion,
PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
"'s
when such times of sorrow come
were t he Sunday afternoor: Mrs. Noble Paris, president; Mrs. inches clear between keote end upon you.
other
defects.
Paymen
t
Aubrey
is
Litchfie
oasis
ld, secretary; Mrs.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
Phone 4005
Mrs. Charles M. Oates, wife.
on delivery. dIld per 180 Cu. It,
T. R. Akridge, treasurer, and Mrs.
Young.
•
304tp
rick.
See
or
cell
Tandy's
Euclid
GroQuertermous, song leader.
Mrs. Kelly Landes spent a few
"e•cery and Cream Station, Princedays last week in Princeton as Members present were Mrs. Ttle
Potted Plants
ton,
Ky.
Draper
Corporat
ion.
Ile used to be team mascot until the coach found out how mush giest of Mrs. James C.
Akridge
,
Mrs.
Malcolm
BlackLandes
of Princeton Creamery's Homogenized Vitamin I) Milk he drinks."
21-tic
burn, Mrs. Jack Blackburn, Mrs.
Cactus & Ivies
nd baby
Ruth Dunning, Mrs. Allie Bugg,
Mrs. W. M. Youni Ince Mrs. Mrs.
C. V. Henson., Mrs: Ronald FOR SALE: One Angus registerJohn F. Rice attended the
ed bull. See or call Jimmy
en Arniversary of the Gradatim liarper, Mrs. Autfri Litchfield,
in position to do funeral work.
DIAL 2963
Wallace, phorm 2152.
28-4tc
HOPKINSVILLE STREET Club at the George
Mrs.
Russell
MOW,
Mrs.
RayThe marriage of Mint JoyceCoon Menoriel Library in Princeton lag mond Moore, Mrs. Noble Paris,
detie Howton, class of '49, to H.
We are now booking.orders for all kinds of
SHOW
SHOW: John F.
Wednesday afternoon ae guests Mrs. Charlie Quertermous, Mrs. SHOW
Simpson, of Repton, Ky., took
Deere Day will soon be here
Euclid Quertermous, Mrs. Essie
of Mrs. Mary Rice.
place December 22.
vegetable plants.
again. Don't forget the date.
Mrs. Byrd cittEss, Mrs. V. E. Rucker, Mrs. Ray Wigginton,
Mrs. Eleanor Crenshaw Powell,
Mark your calendar today.
Celernani hrs. W. B. Conway and Sunshine friends were revealed
member
the
of
Senior class, won
January 28, 1952. All fanners
get.
C. Ferguson were in and new ones drawn for the new
invited. Robinson Implement & second prize in the Soil ConserClarksville, Tenn., shopping Wed- year. This was the 9th annivervation
Essay contest. Other SenMotor Co.
29-2to
sary of the organization.
nesday.
iors winning prizes were Bertram
Rev. ar.d Mrs. W. B. Watts and WALLPAPER SALE: Buy now Jones, Leroy McNeely and Mary
Rev. W. M. Griffir.. will fill
the _pulpit at the First Presby- son were dinner guests of Mr.
and save—Joiner's—Your Red Louise Canada.
terian church Sunday morning at and Mrs. V. E. Coleman Sunday. Spot Paint headquarters. JoinGerald Rogers, class of '30, left
11 o'clock.
er Hardware Co., Prir.teton, Wednesday
Several from here attended the
for the U. S. Army
Mrs. Ed Harmon has received basketball tournament at KuttaKy.
29-tic reception center at Ft. Meade,
a letter from her son, Sgt. Frank wa Friday night.
FOR SALE: International Har- Maryland. He has since been
Harmon, saying that he is a paMr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher and
vester Milkers and Coolers. 2 transferred to Fort Dix, N. J.
tient in Manila, Philippine Is- son, Dennis, visited
Cayce-Yost has good seeds that you can depend upon tor
her parents, single unit milkers, 4
Arnold Wiuinton, class of '51,
can
lands. He is being treated for in- Mr. and Mrs.
Hershel Wrigg at
field and pasture crops. Here you can find the recommendcooler. J. W. Creasey. Phone left the past week for basic trainjuries received in a plane acci- Manor. Sunday
afternoon.
2575.
30-Hp ing at Lackland Air Force Base,
dent enreute front the States to
ed seeds that are adapted for this area. Come and see us
San Antonio, Texas.
the Islands several months ago.
REWARD: $50.00 for information
Keith Rogers and Elwood Dorfirst.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Taylor,
leading to arrest and conviction roh, members of the class of '47,
Evansville, and Miss Lemma S.
of any person guilty of unlaw
Cruce, of Clarksville, Tenn., were
fully breaking, jamming, damG.
(Bud)
L.
Dyer
Kenland Red Clover
Ladino Clover the weekend guests of Mr. and Funeral services for
aging, or otherwise tampering
G. L.
Registered and Certified
with parking meters in the City
(Bud) Dyer, 68, who died at his
of Princeton. John Yandell,
Korean Lespedeza
home
on
Cox
street
Monday
Kobe Lespedeza
Chief of Police.
30-1tc
morning, were conducted WedSerecia Lespedeza
Blue Grass Borrow
nesday afternoon, January 23, wt NOTICE: All persons residing
or
the Morgan Funeral Home by
Timothy
my
gainfully employed in the City
Red Top
Alsike
Rev. H. D. Knight. Burial was in
of Princeton and using a motor
Ky. 31 Fescue
Money
Cedar Hill cemetery.
Orchard Grass
vehicle therein must buy city
Survivors include his wife, the
license tags. 10% discount if
Buffalo Alfalfa
from
Okla. Alfalfa
former Lillian Hargrove; two
tags are purchased prior to
daughters, Miss Mary Dyer, of
Spring Oats, .. we treat oats with new improved
February 1. Sophia McGehee,
Princeton, and Mrs. Glenn JohnCity Clerk, City of Princeton.
ceresan.
son, of Owensboro; one son,
30-2tc
You can call on us for friendly Marcus, of
INNOCULATION FOR CLOVERS AND ALFALFAS
Princeton, and four
financial assistance to help solve grandchildren.
RCrl'HROCK1S' CAFE: Has good
We Have Special Machinery For All Kinds of
any money problem.
country ham, seasoned meat,
Bearers were Rudolph Cox, J.
Field Seed
Masonic Meeting
Your loan will be ar- D. Terrell, Herman Oliver, Lawe-e
for sale at 20c a pound or 6
Maus WWI
ranged promptly with o rence Wright, Raymond Rich and
pounds for $1.00. Rothrock's Clay Chapter No. 28 and
Fer 44 Years The Farmers' Hoet
outstand
We
bring
you
an
ing
bargain
can Ad% e
...eo
you
repayment plan that fits Ben Smith.
Cafe, Princeton, Ky.
Princet
30-1te
on Council No. 43 will
your income and your exmoney now by trying this new family size! Dorothy Perkins
FERTILIZER! FERTILIZER: Will hold their regular meeting 7
penses.Phone or corn.in, Thoma
P. M. Friday, January 25th.
supreme Hand Cream is lanolin-rich..,soothes, smooths,
s F.'Near
Your crops have the proper balThe Grand Master of the
protects extra-sensitive, dry-skin hands! Hurry.. get your
Funeral services for Thomas F.
ance minerals? Never put off
Council, Robert Austin, will
Teear, 81, of Hopkinsville road,
supply now and save half!
until tomorrow what you can
were conducted at Pleasant Grove
SAVE A DOLLAR ON EVERY IARI
do today. On al/ fertilizer or- visit us at this meeting. ComFINANCE CORP.of KY. Baptist
Church at 1:30 p. m. ders delivered and paid by panions you are urged to atAAAAA
Tuesday, January 22, by the Rev.
Ile West Market
April 1st, a 5 per cent discount tend.
Hooks. Burial was in the Dunwill be allowed. Robinson Impl. Earl Adams, H. P. and Master
Phone 2.3111
ning cemetery, near Pleasant
& Motor Co. Phone 2053. 30-3tc G. W. Tewery, Secretary.
A. M. Richardson, Mgr.
Grove Church.
Mr. Teear, a life-time member FRAMES FOR PICTURES, diplomas, licenses or any other
of Pleasant Grove Baptist Church,
items wished framed. See Richwas preceded in death by his
ard Brown at 403 W. Market
wife, the farmer Lula Bearden,
street or call 3708.
and a daughter. He is survived
30-2tp
by two brothers, W. L. and J. E.
HELM'S PULLORUM CLEAN
Teem-, both of Caldwell county,
CHICKS: Certified Leghcrrns.
SPECIAL 95c a bozen SALE NOW GOING ON
and a sister, Mrs. Myrtle MitchAT ALL RED
Nationally Famous, Leading
ell.
also
of
this
county.
FRONT STORES ON THE FOLLOWING SCOTT
Breeds, Egg Contest Winners.
COUNTY
Started, Sexed ChieltsCroettes-,
ITEMS AT 3 for 25c 95c a Dozen
1Pree Ifio-Sti ding Bulletins,
HELM'S CHICKS, Across From
RED KIDNEY BEANS, Scott County
Hitelvard.
BLACKEYED PEAS, Scott County
29-14tp
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aoill

Of Council
New Milk
:fiance Monday

Sm
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-which has been co
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by
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Dorothy Perkins supreme Hand Cream

add

Red Front Stores

Prescriptions A
Specialty

No. 300 can 3 for 25c 95c a dozen
SPAGHETTI, Scott County
No. 300 can 3 for 25c 95c a dozen
CREAM STYLE CORN,Scott County
No. 1 can 3 for 25c 95c a dozen
HOMINY, Scott County
No. 300 can 3 for 25c 95c a
dozen
PORK & BEANS, Scott County
No. 300 can 3 for 25c 95c a
dozen
PINTO BEANS, Scott County
No. 300 can 3 for 25c 95c a dozen
hOUR, Pure & White, plain
25 lb. bag
$1.78

No. 300 can 3 for 25c 95c a dozen
NAVY BEANS, Scott County
No. 300 can 3 for 25c 95c a dozen
VEGETABLE SOUP, Scott County
No, 1 can 3 for 25c 95c a dozen
KRAUT, Staff County
No. 300 tan 3 fot 2.1d 95c a dozen
LIMA BEANS, Scott County
No. 300 can 3 for 25c 95c a dozen
RED BEANS, Scott County
No. 300 can 3 for 25c 95c a dozen
GREEN BEANS, Arkco, cut
No. 2 can
131
/
2c
FACIAL SOAP, Country Estate
NAVY BEANS, Choice, hand picked,
10 bars to plastic bag
49c
10 pounds
$1.00
OLEOMARGARINE, Mi Choice
$8.89
I lb. colored sticks lb. . . 221
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Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
Dial 3211
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LOST: One pair light rose shell
rim glasses. Reward, Citizens
Ice Company.
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GALOSHES - OVER THE SHOE
BOOTS, For Ladies and Children
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MEAT SPECIALS
SLICED BAC6N,
1 lb. layers
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FRESH FRUITS AND - VEGETABLES
BANANAS, large fancy ripe
lb.
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